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1. Introduction.

1.1. Several authors have discussed abstract "measures" and "integrals,"

the values of which need not be numerical^). Our object here is to show that,

in a sense, such abstract measures and integrals are often equivalent (under

fairly general hypotheses) to combinations of ordinary numerical ones. We

shall here consider only the theory of measure, to which the theory of ab-

stract-valued integration can in most cases be reduced. The main theorem

(3.1 (f) and §19) can be stated, roughly, as follows: a field of sets with an ab-

stract measure on it is isomorphic to an ideal in the direct product of two such

fields, on one of which the measure is an ordinary numerical one, while on

the other factor the measure is trivial. (Precise definitions of the concepts

involved will be given later.) As a consequence of this, the abstract measure

can be replaced, to within isomorphism, by one whose values are (real-valued)

numerical functions on a certain set, modulo a certain class of null functions.

We conclude the paper with a few deductions from this theorem, reserv-

ing however the application to abstract-valued integration for a subsequent

paper.

1.2. Formulation of the problem. Instead of dealing directly with a field

F of sets, on which a suitable abstract-valued measure X is defined, it is more

convenient to work with the Boolean algebra E of the sets of F modulo null

sets—that is, with the algebra formed by the equivalence classes {x} of sets

belonging to F, where yE{x} means X(x+2y) =0(2), the "measure" on E

being given by setting X({x})=X(x). (That this relation is an equivalence

relation, that X(x) =X(y) whenever y G {xj, and that the equivalence classes

{x\ do form a Boolean <r-algebra(3) are in effect included in our postulates on

X.) Thus we provisionally define an abstract measure algebra to be an ordered

pair (£, X), where £ is a Boolean a-algebra and X is an abstract measure-

function on E, satisfying "reasonable" postulates (as yet unspecified). Two

abstract measure algebras (Ei, Xi) and (E2, X2) are defined to be isomorphic

if there exists an isomorphism of the algebras £1 and £2, say ipixi) =X2, such
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(') We shall not be directly concerned here with abstract-valued integrals or with the

closely related real-valued integrals of abstract-valued functions. For abstract-valued meas-

ures, see for example [4], [5], [lO], and [14, §8] in the bibliography at the end of the paper.

(2) See 1.3 for the notations.

(3) See, for example [2, pp. 29, 88].
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that X2(0(xi)) =X2(<£(yi)) if and only if Xi(xi) =Xi(yi). If we further have

X2((/>(xi)) =Xi(xi) for a suitable isomorphism 4>, then (£1, Xi) and (E2, X2) are

said to be isometric.

We shall here be interested in abstract measure algebras only to within

isomorphism; and this permits a further reduction of the problem. In (£, X)

we define the "induced" equivalence relation, ~, by writing x~y to mean

X(x) =X(y). The properties of (E, X) to within isomorphism are evidently de-

termined completely by this equivalence relation. Accordingly we define an

abstract measure algebra to be either an ordered pair (E, X) as before, or an

ordered pair (E, ~), where E is a Boolean cr-algebra and ~ is an equivalence

relation on £ satisfying the postulates to be given below. If ~ is the equiva-

lence relation induced by X, we say that (E, X) and (E, ~) are naturally iso-

morphic. The définition of isomorphism between two abstract measure alge-

bras is now clear; for example, (£1, ~) and (£2, ~) will be isomorphic if and

only if there exists a mapping ip oí Ei on E2 such that (i) tp is an algebraic iso-

morphism and (ii) 4>ixi) ~4>iyi) if and only if Xi~yi.

1.3. Notations. As far as practicable, we adhere to the following notations.

£ denotes a Boolean o--algebra(3) having o as zero element and e as unit

element. Small letters a, b, x, y, and so on, usually denote elements of £,

except that m, », i, j usually denote positive integers; capital letters X, Y,

and so on, usually denote subsets of E (or of some other set). Phrases like

"xÇiE, XÇZE" are generally omitted when the meaning is clear. The partial

ordering relation in E is written i£, as usual ; thus x <y means x 5= y and x ^y.

(But XC Y does not exclude the equality of X and Y.) The supremum of two

elements of E is written x\/y, and of an infinite collection is written Vx¡;

Ínfima are written xy, p\xi. We use aX to denote the set of all elements of the

form ax, where x(E.X.

If xy = 0, we say that x and y are disjoint. A subset of E is said to be dis-

joint if every two of its elements are disjoint.

The complement of x is denoted by — x, and x —y is used as an abbreviation

for x(— y). The symmetric difference of x and y is the element (x— y)\/iy — x);

we shall usually denote this by x+2y ("addition mod 2").

E will generally be assumed to satisfy the countable chain condition,

namely, there does not exist an uncountable disjoint subset of £. As is well

known, this will imply that £ is complete (that is, that for every XCZE both

V{x|x£X} and A {x|x£X} exist).

The words "algebra," "sub-algebra," used unqualified always refer to

Boolean tr-algebras. A Boolean algebra in which only finite operations are to

be considered will be called a "finitely additive algebra."

For any a££, the principal ideal £(0) of a in E is the set of all x£E

satisfying x^a. £(a) is evidently itself an algebra with :£, V, A, having the

same meaning as in E, but having a as unit element instead of e. A sub-alge-

bra of £(a) will be called a sub-algebra of E relative to a. Similarly, if F is a
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subalgebra of £, and è£E, Fib) denotes the principal ideal of b in F; it is

clear that Fib) =bF, but the notation Fib) is used to emphasize that b£F.

Given XCZEia), the sub-algebra relative to a which it generates is called

the Borel field of X relative to a, and is written <B0(JS¡r); it is thus the smallest

set BQEia) which satisfies (i) BZ)X, (ii) if xÇI?, then a—xÇz.B, (iii) if

x„£-B (« = 1, 2, ■ • ■ ) then Vx„£-B- If in particular a=e, we omit the phrase

"relative to a," and write the Borel field of X as "B(X).

The usual notations of set theory are employed for subsets of E (or of

other sets), the union of X and Y being written ZU Y, and their intersection

Xi^ Y, and so on. The empty set is denoted by 0. The cardinal number of a

set X is written | X\.

Greek letters are generally used as follows: a, ß, and so on, are ordinal

numbers; X is an abstract measure, and /x is an ordinary numerical one; 6,

4>, ip, are mappings; p, a, t, are non-negative real numbers not exceeding 1, p

usually being rational; and e is a positive number less than 1.

Sequences (indicated by the notation {x„}) can usually be either finite or

(countably) infinite, except where the distinction is emphasized (for example,

by writing » = 1,2, • • • , to oo).

Where the abstract measure or equivalence relation intended is clear, we

often write (E, X) or (£, ~) simply as £.

2. Postulates.

2.1. Since the equivalence relation ~, rather than the abstract measure

X, will be used in what follows, it is simpler to state our postulates in terms

of ~. (It would be easy but tedious to deduce them from "reasonable"

postulates on X(4); and conversely the main theorem of this paper, stated in

3.1(f), will show that every equivalence relation satisfying our postulates is

in fact induced by such a "reasonable" X.) The postulates for the abstract

measure algebra (E, ~) are :

(0) E is a Boolean a-algebra satisfying the countable chain condition, and

~ is an equivalence relation on E.

(1) If x = Vx„, y=Vyn, where xmxn = o=ymyn im^n; m, « = 1, 2, • ■ ■ ),

and if, for each », xn~y„, then x~y.

(II) If x~x', and if y;£x is given, there exists y'^x' such that y^y'.

Before stating the last postulate, we need the following definition. An

element x is bounded if, whenever y^x and y*~x, we have y=x.

(III) If x~y there exist bounded elements xn, y„ (« = 1, 2, • • • ) such that

x= Vx„, y=^iyn, XmXn = o=ymynim9in), and x„~y„.

(4) The set of values taken by X would be, for example, a lattice-ordered Abelian semi-

group. Postulate I, for example, would be replaced by the requirement that X be countably

additive. One could deduce from [6, Theorem 10] that there is no loss in assuming the vakies

of X to be equivalence classes of numerical functions; but we shall derive independently a more

precise result than this. For the device of replacing X by ~, cf. [10 ] and (though with different

objectives) [4] and [12, Ch. VI].
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2.2. Numerical case. To illustrate the meaning of these postulates, con-

sider a "numerical measure algebra" (£, p.), in which ~ is induced by an

ordinary countably additive numerical function p, taking non-negative real

values and possibly the value ». Suppose that there exists x^o for which

w(x)<=°. If the postulates 0—III are satisfied it readily follows that the

bounded elements are precisely those of finite measure, and thence that p. is

(r-finite (that is, e=Va„ where p(a„) <»). Further, p, must be "reduced"

(that is, vanishes only for o). Conversely, if /x is a numerical countably addi-

tive measure on £, reduced and cr-finite, and if II holds, then elements of

finite measure are certainly bounded, and postulates 0, I and III readily

follow. Postulate II, though not automatically satisfied, can easily be seen

to hold if either (i) E is non-atomic (6), or (ii) E is generated by a number of

atoms all of equal measure (6). One would thus not expect II to be unduly

restrictive in practice (7). There are, of course, important numerical meas-

ures which satisfy neither 0 nor III—for example, Hausdorff »i-dimen-

sional measure in Euclidean «-space (re>m)(8). In what follows, the phrase

"numerical measure algebra" will mean (except where the contrary is ex-

plicitly stated) one in which the postulates are satisfied, and in which the

measure takes at least one finite nonzero value.

We note that, for numerical measure algebras, isomorphism implies

isometry, to within a nonzero constant numerical factor.

Remark. It might seem preferable, in the interests of simplicity, to re-

place postulate III by the stronger requirement that all elements be bounded

—corresponding in the numerical case to the restriction that pie) < oo. But

this would be undesirable, apart from the loss of generality, since it turns out

that even then it would be necessary to introduce numerical measure algebras

in which some elements have infinite measure and are therefore unbounded.

2.3. Elementary properties. The following properties of an abstract meas-

ure algebra are easy deductions from the postulates.

(1) e=Va„, where the elements an are bounded and disjoint.

(2) If x is bounded and y = x, then y is bounded.

(3) o is bounded; conversely, if x^o and x is bounded, then x = o.

(4) If x~o, then x = o. (From III, (3) and I.)

(6) An atom is an element xdzE such that (i) x^o, (ii) if o<y¿x, then y = x.

(6) Conversely, it is easy to see that a numerical measure algebra which satisfies the postu-

lates is of one of the following four types: (i) non-atomic; (ii) generated by N0 atoms of equal

measure; (iii) the direct sum of a non-atomic algebra of finite total measure and of an algebra

generated by a finite number of atoms; (iv) entirely generated by atoms and of finite total

measure—the possibilities in this case can be further analyzed.

(7) Postulate II can be omitted if the values of the abstract measure X are assumed to lie

in a vector <r-lattice, for it can then be shown that the abstract measure algebra can be im-

bedded in one which satisfies all the postulates.

(8) Examples of abstract measures not satisfying the postulates are: Choquet's [4; 5], and

Löwner's measure in Hubert space (Ann. of Math. vol. 40 (1939) pp. 816-833).
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(5) Two given elements have maximal equivalent sub-elements. More pre-

cisely; given a, &££, there exist x^a, y — b such that (i) x~y, (ii) ii h^a—x,

k — b — y, and h~k, then h = k = o.

(The elements x and y are constructed by a transfinite induction argument

—or equivalently by using Zorn's lemma—the transfinite induction neces-

sarily terminating countably because of the countable chain condition. This

type of argument is often called the "method of exhaustion.")

3. Fundamental examples.

3.1. We shall here define some particular abstract measure algebras which

will play a fundamental part in the sequel.

(a) A numerical measure algebra (/, it) (cf. 2.2). In particular, important

measure algebras satisfying the postulates are: the measure algebra I1

( = (/1, »)) of Lebesgue measurable sets, modulo null sets, in the unit

interval (0, 1); and the direct product Im of m copies of I1 (cf. [8, p. 419]),

m being any cardinal number. If m^No, I1 and Im are well known to be iso-

metric. Other measure algebras which will arise in the sequel are : K, the alge-

bra generated by No atoms all of measure 1, and L, consisting of just two

elements of measures 0 and 1 respectively.

(b) A "trivial" abstract measure algebra, U. By definition this is one in

which no two distinct elements are equivalent(9). Obviously any algebra U

satisfying the countable chain condition can be regarded as a trivial abstract

measure algebra.

(c) If (£, ~) is any abstract measure algebra, so is the relative algebra

(principal ideal) £(a) (cf. 1.3), in which the equivalence relation is defined in

the "natural" way; x~y in £(a) (where x, y^a) if and only if x~y in E.

The same is true, more generally, of any relative sub-algebra, provided that it

satisfies postulate II.

(d) If (Ei, ~) and (E2, ~) are abstract measure algebras (satisfying our

postulates, as always), then so is their "free direct sum." This is defined as

follows. The algebra is the "direct sum" Ei®E2-—that is, the set of ordered

pairs (xi, X2) with XiGEi, X2^E2, the ordering relation being given by:

(xi, x2) á(yi, y2) if and only if we have both Xigyi and x2^y2. The equiva-

lence relation in the direct sum is then given by: (xi, x2) and (yi, y2) are

equivalent if and only if we have both Xi~yx and x2~y2.

Remark. This "free direct sum" is to be distinguished from the ordinary

"direct sum" of two numerical measure algebras. There the algebra is the

same (£i©E2), but the equivalence relation is different, being induced by the

measure p., where /¿(xi, xx) =piiixi)+p.2ÍX2), pti and p2 being the measures in

Ei and E2.

(e) A more complicated example is the "direct product" J® U of a numer-

ical measure algebra / = (/, ») (of type (a) above) and a trivial algebra U (of

(9) A numerical measure algebra can be trivial in this sense, though only if it is generated

by atoms. Examples: L, and the algebra generated by a sequence of atoms of measures 3_".
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type (b)). This may be characterized as follows. Suppose (£, M) is an ab-

stract measure algebra in which the values of the abstract measure M are

non-negative numerical functions on some set, modulo some class of null

functions (for example, continuous functions on some space modulo functions

which vanish except for sets of first category). Suppose £ contains two sub-

algebras J, U, such that:

(i) E = <B(JKJU).
(ii)  If xG J, Mix) is a constant function, =/¿(x) say.

(iii) If x£(7, Mix) =ßie) times the characteristic function of some set

(with the convention that oo -0 = 0).

(It is further supposed, of course, that M is countably additive in the obvious

sense, and that postulates 0—III are satisfied.) Then the sub-algebra iJ, M)

is clearly isomorphic with a numerical measure algebra (/, n)i10); and it is not

hard to show that the sub-algebra (£/, M) is trivial. It further follows that,

for any xGJ and »G U, Mixu) =¿u(x) M(w). We say that (E, M) is the direct

product of (/, u) and U.

It will be proved in the next section that two given algebras (/, p.) and U

always have a direct product. This product is moreover unique to within

isomorphism; we shall not prove this explicitly, but it follows by essentially

the same arguments as in §17.

(f) Finally, it is evident that a principal ideal (that is, relative algebra)

in the free direct sum of two direct products of type (e) will be an abstract

measure algebra. Our main theorem is that the converse is true ; every abstract

measure algebra is isomorphic to one of this type. (In fact, every abstract

measure algebra is isomorphic to a principal ideal in a single direct product

J® U of type (e) except that / and J® U need not satisfy postulates II and

III above.) Thus the four concepts (£, X), (£, <*->), abstract measure algebra of

type (f), and (E, X) in which the values of\ are numerical functions imodulo null

functions), are all equivalent to within isomorphism.

We shall also be able to deduce some simpler characterizations in some im-

portant special cases (§20).

4. Construction of the direct product J® U.

4.1. In this section we show that a given numerical measure algebra

J=iJ, p.) and a given trivial abstract measure algebra U (satisfying our

postulates) always have a direct product in the sense of 3.1(e). To save the

trouble of proving explicitly that the direct product in the sense of 3.1(e) is

unique (to within isomorphism), we shall use the unqualified term "direct

product" in the rest of the paper to refer to the particular direct product to be

constructed in this section. As the construction will depend on the notion of

the "representation space" of an algebra, we begin by outlining the relevant

properties.

4.2. Representation spaces. Let £ be any Boolean a-algebra, with or with-

(I0) Provided p is not always 0 or ».
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out a measure. Then(n) there exists a compact ( = bicompact) totally dis-

connected Hausdorff space R, the representation space of E, such that E is

isomorphic to the Boolean algebra formed by the "open-closed" (= simul-

taneously open and closed) subsets of R. Let x* denote the open-closed subset

of R which corresponds to x£E in this isomorphism. Then we have

(1) The sets x* form a basis for the open sets of R.

We note that for finite operations the "expected" relations hold; that is,

o* = 0, e* = R, i—x)* = R—x*, x^y<=±x*Cy*, (xVy)*=x*Wy*, and (xy)*

= x*(~\y*. For infinite operations the correspondence is more complicated, but

it is easily seen from the laws for finite operations that

(2) (Vxn)* = Ux,* wz, (ao* = r\x* -1,
where z and t are nowhere dense closed subsets of R (and are thus of the first

category).

The Borel field <BiR) of R is defined (cf. 1.3) to be the smallest family 33'

of subsets of R such that (i) 33' contains all open-closed sets, (ii) if XÇz<B',

R-Xe®', (iü) if XnG®' (» = 1, 2, • • ■ ), lLY„e«'. We have:
(3) Any given X£E 33(E) can be written in one and only one way asX = x*

+2z, where x* is open-closed and z is of the first category (12).

For from (2) it is clear that the family 53' of all sets so expressible as x*+2Z

satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) ; hence it contains 33(E) .To see that the expression is

unique, we note that if x*+22 = y*+2¿ (where x*, y* are open-closed and z, t

are of the first category) then z+2¿ = x*+2y*, an open set; and since a non-

empty open set is not of the first category we must have z+2Í = 0 = x*+2y*,

that is, z = t and x*=y*.

Now assume that £ satisfies the countable chain condition, and is thus

complete. From (1) and (2) it now follows that

(4) If G is an open subset of R, so is its closure G. As a corollary,

(5) If Gi, G2 are disjoint open subsets of R, so are G\ and G2.

We shall be interested in numerical functions / on R whose values are be-

tween 0 and oo inclusive; for brevity we refer to them simply as "functions."

The continuity of functions is defined in the obvious way(13), and a function

/ is said to be continuous on XC_R if /, considered only for the points of X,

is continuous relative to the subspace X.

(6) Lemma. Given a function f on R which is continuous on R—H, where H

is of the first category, there exists one and only one function g, continuous on R,

such that gip) =fip) for each pÇ^R — H.

Given p(EH, we assert lim sup fiq) =lim inf fiq) as q—>p through points

(u) See [15, Theorem 67].
(12) Thus E is ff-isomorphic, in a natural way, to the algebra formed by 33(i?) modulo sets

of first category—proving the known theorem (cf. [9]) that the notions "Boolean <r-algebra"

and "o-field of sets modulo a <r-ideal" are equivalent.

(13) If f{p) = oo, continuity of / at p means that, given any n, there exists a neighborhood

of p throughout which/> re.
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of R—IIi14). For if not, there exist (finite) real numbers p, <r such that

lim sup fiq) >p><r>lim inf fiq). Define Ki= {q\qÇE.R — H and fiq)>p\,
K2= [q\ q^R—H and fiq) <<r}. From the continuity of/, Ei and K2 are open

relative to R—H; hence Ki = G,i^iR — H) where G< is open in R (¿=1, 2).

Since EiP\E2 = 0, we have GiDG^C-ff; and since a non-empty open set is

not of the first category in R, it follows that GiP\G2 = 0. Hence (by (5))

Gin52 = 0, contradicting ^eEinE2CGiPiG2.
Define g by: gip) =f{p) for p^R—H, and gip)=lim fiq) for p<EH

(where q—>p in R—H). It is easy to see that g is continuous on R. Thus the

required function exists; and its uniqueness is immediate.

(7) Lemma. Let {/„} be a given sequence of continuous functions on R such

that, for each p(ER, flip) Ship) Ú ■ ■ ■ ■ Then there exists one and only one

continuous function fon R such thatfip) =lim fnip) for each pE^R—H, H being

a set of the first category.

Letf'ip) =limf„ip) ; from the previous lemma it is enough to show that/'

is continuous on R—H where His of the first category. We can suppose that

/„ and/' are all uniformly bounded (on replacing/„ by/„/(l+/„)).

For each positive integer k, let {x'u\ (t= 1, 2, • • • ) be a maximal dis-

joint collection (necessarily countable) of nonempty open-closed subsets of R,

each having the property that there exists an integer n = ni/k, i) such that

f'ip) ufniP) + X/k whenever pG.xZ- Write G4=U¿x*¡; clearly Gk is open. We

assert Gk = R- For suppose not. Define F„k to be the set of all points pE.R

such that fmip) SfniP) + X/k whenever m^n; evidently Fnk is closed, and

UnFnk = R. Hence one of the sets iR — Gk)^Fnk (w = l, 2, • • ■ ) must be some-

where dense, and so (from (4)) must contain a nonempty open-closed set

yk*. But y<* is disjoint from every x*t (t = 1, 2, • ■ • ), and yet satisfies the re-

quirement which was imposed on the sets x*4; and this contradicts the maxi-

mally of the collection {x*¡}.

Since Gk=R, the set H= Ua(E — Gk) is of the first category. Suppose p(£H;

then, for every k, p belongs to some x*¡. Writing » for n{k, i), we see from the

continuity of/„ that there is an open-closed set y* such that p(Ey*C.xtt and,

whenever qGy*, \fniq)-fniP)\ <X/k. Thus \f'iq)-f'ip)\ <3/k for all
<ZGy*. That is,/' is continuous at every point of R — H, and is a fortiori con-

tinuous on R — H. Q.E.D.

Remark. Arguments similar to the foregoing—-which is evidently anal-

ogous to the proof of Egoroff's theorem—will occur again; we shall refer

to them as "Egoroff arguments."

4.3. Now let (/, p.) be a numerical measure algebra, and let U be a trivial

abstract measure algebra. (It is assumed that neither J nor U consists of o

only.) Let R and S be the representation spaces of J and U respectively, and

(") Convergence is in the sense of Moore and Smith; cf. [3j.
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let T = RXS (the space formed by the ordered pairs (r, s), r£E, sÇzS, with

the obvious definition of the topology). Define the restricted Borel field 33r(E)

to be the Borel field generated (in the algebra of subsets of T) by the "rec-

tangles" x*Xu*, x* and u* being open-closed subsets of R and S respectively.

For each restricted Borel set ii"G33r(E) and for each j£S define K~iH, s)

to be the set of all points rGE such that (r, s)£i7. It is easily seen that

R~iH, s)£33(E) (as follows, for example, by the same reasoning as in 8.5

below). Hence (from (3) above) each R~iH, s) can be uniquely expressed as

x*+2z, where x* is open-closed in R and z is of the first category in R. The set

x* corresponds to a unique element x£J, with measure ¿i(x). Thus we can

define a function M'E on S by setting

(8) M'His)=p.ix), where x*+2z = KiH, s).

We next show that

(9) There exists a function Mu, differing from M'H on a set of first cate-

gory (at most) in S, and continuous on S. (Obviously Mu will then be unique.)

Let {an} be a disjoint sequence of elements of / such that pian) < 0° and

Va„ =j, the unit-element in /. (The existence of such a sequence follows from

the fact that J satisfies our postulates; cf. 2.3(1).) For each ErG33r(E), de-

fine Hn = Hr\ia*XS); thus the sets Hn belong to 33r(E), are disjoint (for

fixed H), and their union is H—a set of first category (from (2)). Hence

M'h = X»^J»' By (7) it will thus suffice to prove that, for each n, M'Hn

differs from a continuous function only on a set of first category in S. Consider

the family 33' of those sets iJ£33r(r) for which this is true. Clearly 33' con-

tains the "rectangles" x*Xu*; also if H'DH" and H', H"G33' then H'-H"

£33' (for M{H'_HH)n = M'H'n — M'¡j¿ since these functions are finite); and finally

if {Hm\ is a disjoint sequence of sets in 33' it readily follows from (7) again

that Uii»*£33'. Hence 33'D33r(r), and (9) is established.

We now define J® U to consist of the algebra 33r(E) modulo "null sets"—

those for which Mh = 0. Formally, we write H=H' to mean that H,

Er'£33r(E) and Mh+¡h-=0 for every s£5—that is, that, except for a first

category set of s's, each set E(iî, s) +2 KiH', s) is of the first category in R—

and write {h\ =set of all sets H' such that H' = H. Algebraic operations on

the equivalence classes {H] (iJ£33r(E)) are defined in the obvious way; it

is easily seen that they form a Boolean c-algebra. On this we define an ab-

stract measure by setting M{h]=Mh (which also = Af#< if H' = H); thus

the values of the "measure" are continuous functions on S. This measure is

evidently countably additive, provided that we define ^ñ=iM{Hn} to

mean not the ordinary sum of these functions, but the continuous function

which differs from this sum on a set of the first category (at most).

An alternative procedure would be to redefine the "measure" of {H] to be

the set of all functions which differ from M{h] on an at most first category

subset of S; addition would have then have its natural meaning. This is in

fact the procedure which was used in the formulation in 3.1(e); however, the
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choice of M{H} to be a single continuous function is more convenient in

proving that J®U has the desired properties.

4.4. It is easy to see that J®U (assuming it for the moment to satisfy

our postulates) is in fact (to within isomorphism) a "direct product" of (/, p)

and U in the sense of 3.1(e). For J® U contains a sub-algebra J' consisting

of all elements of the form {x*X»S} (x* open-closed in R), and a sub-algebra

V consisting of the elements ji?X«*j (»* open-closed in S). The function

M{x*XS\ has evidently the constant value ;u(x), and similarly M{RXu*\

has the value p,(j) for sG»* (where j denotes the unit element of /) and the

value 0 for s£S — u*. Thus (/', M) is isomorphic to the given measure

algebra (J, u), and (£/', M) is isomorphic to the given trivial algebra U. All

that remains to be verified is that J®U=cB>iJ'yJU'). To see this, consider

the family 33' of all sets ifG33r(E) for which the elements {H} belong to

<BiJ'KJU'). Clearly 33' contains the "rectangles" x*X»*, and contains T — H

and Ulln if it contains if and Hn (» = 1, 2, ■ • • ). Hence 33033r(E), and so

33' = 33r(D, from which it follows that <BiJ'\JU')=J® U.
4.5. We must now verify that J® U satisfies our postulates (2.1), u«*>*

being, of course, the equivalence relation induced by the abstract measure M.

(0) All that has to be proved here is that J®U satisfies the countable chain

condition. Suppose there exists an uncountable disjoint collection of elements

{Ha}, all different from the zero element. As in the proof of (9) (4.2), we

choose a disjoint sequence {a„\ in /with pian) < °° and San=j. For some »,

there will be uncountably many nonzero elements {HaC\ia*XS)}, and from

these we obtain a transfinite sequence of strictly increasing elements {Lß\,

ß<ui,   {E1}<{£2}< • • • <{ia*XS)}. For each ß<wu we have M{Lß\

<MiLß+i\ forat least one sÇ.S; and since these functions are continuous

there exists a nonempty open-closed set Uß*C.S such that M{Lß\ <pß<crß

<M{Lß+i\, where pß, o-ß are fixed positive numbers, for all s(E.Uß*. For some

positive integer m there will be uncountably many values (say) y of ß for which

Uß—pß>p.ian)/m. Thus no s^Uu* can belong to more than m sets u*. Let

v*is) denote the intersection of all sets u* containing s; thus v*is) is open-

closed in S, and distinct sets v*is) are disjoint. Since U satisfies the countable

chain condition, the distinct sets v*is) must be countable in number; and since

each v*is) is contained in u* for at most m values of y, the 7's are countable—

a contradiction.

(1) This is trivial here, since M is countably additive.

(II) Given {H\, {H'}<EJ®U such that M{h]=M{H'\, and given

E'G33r(r) such that {L'\ ^ {H'\, we must show that there exists ZG33r(E)

such that LCZH and M{L}=M{L'\. The proof is built up by first consider-

ing two special cases.

(i) Suppose J has no atoms. We need the following lemma:

(10) Given iîG33r(E), and given any continuous function <p on S, not

identically zero, such that 0^0 g M{H} (for all sES), there exists Ei G 33r(E)
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such that LiCH, {Li)=¿o, and M{Li} Sqb.
For, from the continuity of tp, there exists a nonempty open-closed set

u*CS and an e>0 such that 0(s)^e whenever sG»*- Let {c„} be a maximal

disjoint collection of nonzero elements of J each of measure less than e; since

J is non-atomic, it is easily seen that Vc„=j. Write Ln=His\ic*Xu*). Since

~Yi,nM{Ln] = M{H] ¡Zcp (except on a first category set), there exists an » for

which M{Ln} is not identically 0, and we have only to take Li = Ln.

The usual "exhaustion" argument now shows that, under the hypotheses

of the lemma, there exists EG33r(E) such that LC.H and M{l] =<f>. (Take

L to be a maximal Li, modulo null sets; if the function <p'=tp — M{L} were

not identically 0, with the convention oo — oo =0, the lemma applied to the

set H—L and function ip' would enable L to be enlarged.) In particular, on

taking 4> = M{L'}, we see that II is established in this case.

(ii) Suppose J is generated by a number of atoms, all of equal measure.

The proof proceeds as in case (i), the only difference being that we now re-

strict the continuous function ip to have only integral multiples of the meas-

ure of each atom (or oo ) as values.

(iii) In the general case, there are at most No atoms in J; let the distinct

values of their measures be enumerated as pti, p.2, and so on. Write 6„ = su-

premum of all atoms in J of measure »„, and b0=j— Vè„- For each XG33r(E)

write Xn = Xr\ibn*XS). It is not hard to see, from the fact that / itself satis-

fies II, that if M{ll] =M{H'\ then M{Hn] =M{H'n} for each w

(w = 0, 1, • • • )(15). Now, given {L'\ ^ {H'\, we apply the argument in case

(i) to obtain L°CH° such that M{E°j = M{L'°}, and similarly apply the

argument in case (ii) to obtain LnC.Hn such that M{£"} =M{L'n) (w^l).

Write L = UL" (w^O); evidently II follows.

(Ill) Given H, JE633r(E) such that M{H] =M{ll'\, we decompose

them into equivalent bounded elements as follows. As before, let {a„\ be a

disjoint sequence of elements of / such that pian) < °° and Va„=j. Write

Xn = Hr\ia*XS), Yn=HT\ia*XS). Define Hi = Xi. From postulate II,

there exists Hi <ZH' such that M{Hi ]=M {Hi] á«(ai); hence M{H-Hi\

= M{H'-Hi\. Define Hi = Y^iT-Hi); from II again there exists

H2CH-H1 such that M{H2}=M{H¿}<°o, so that M{H-ÍHÍUH2) ]

= M{H'- illi KJHÍ ) ]. Define H3 = X2H(T- (HiVJH2)) ; and so on. We thus

obtain disjoint sequences {Hn\, {Hn' ] such that H= UHn, H'=l)Hñ; and

M{Hn} =M{H,[ ] < 00, so that the elements {lln], {H/ \ are bounded, as

required.

Remark. The construction of J® U will apply even if /=(/, p.) is an

arbitrary numerical measure algebra in which » is cr-finite. Naturally, if J does

not satisfy the postulates, J® U need not either.

(,s) Let K{H, s)=x*-hz, K{H', s)=x'*+2z'; then (ignoring a first category set of s's)

p(x)=ß(x'). If x^ an atom of measure pi,x'ez an element of /of measure in, which must also be

an atom. Iteration of this argument gives i±{bnx) =¡i{bnx') (w = 0, 1, • • • ),and the result follows.
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4.6. We conclude this section by noting, for future use, that the elements

of J®U are (roughly speaking) approximate by countable sums of rec-

tangles. More precisely:

(11) Lemma. Suppose ß(j)<<*>. Then, given ErG33r(E) and e>0, there

exist sequences x*, u* of open-closed subsets of R and S respectively, such that

(i) the sets u* are disjoint and cover S except for a set of first category, and (ii)

we have

M {H +2 U(xt X ut)} < € if or all s G S)(16).

Consider the family 33' of sets E/G33r(E) for which this is true (for every

e). Clearly 33' contains the "rectangles" x*Xw*. It is also easy to see that if

H, ÍEG33' then so do T-H and H\JH'; thus 33' is a finitely additive

field, and to prove 33'=33r(E) it will suffice to prove that if E/„G33' and

H1CH2C ■ ■ , then U#„G33'. This follows by an "Egoroff argument" (cf.

the proof of 4.2(7)).

5. Invariant elements.

5.1. Definition. Returning now to an abstract measure algebra (E, ~)

satisfying the postulates of 2.1, we define an element u to be invariant if,

whenever x~», we have x^«. (Thus if u is invariant and bounded, we have

further x = m.) Clearly no two distinct invariant elements can be equivalent.

(The term "invariant" will be justified in 20.4(1).)

The invariant elements will play a fundamental part in the analysis of the

structure of (£, ~). In fact, if E were a non-atomic numerical measure alge-

bra, the only invariant elements would evidently be o and e; and this suggests,

as is in fact the case, that the "trivial" factors in the desired "product" rep-

resentation of E (cf. 3.1(f)) in the general case, will be formed from invariant

elements.

The set of all invariant elements of E will be written U.

5.2. If u is invariant and x~x' ^ u, then x ^».

Write y = x — u; by 11(2.1) there exists y'^x' such that y~y''. Now let

z=(m —y')Vy- From 1(2.1) 2~(m— y')Vy' = M; hence, from the definition of

invariance, z^u. A fortiori ylku, and so y = o and xjSw.

5.3. If » is not invariant, there exist nonzero x, y such that xs=w, y g —u,

and x~y.

For there exists Xi~w such that Xi — ut^o. Define y=Xi —». By 11(2.1)

there exists x^u such that x~y (for y5ÍXi~M).

5.4. The invariant elements form a complete Boolean sub-algebra of E.

It is trivial that 0 and e are invariant (2.3(4)). Thus we have only to

prove (a) if » is invariant so is — u, and (in view of the countable chain condi-

tion) (b) if un is invariant (w = l, 2, • • • ) then so is Vw„. Now (a) is an im-

mediate consequence of 5.3 and 5.2. To prove (b), let u=Vun, and suppose

(18) This lemma can easily be modified so as to apply even if /i(j) = «>. Both lemma and

proof can also be reformulated in terms of the properties given in 3.1 (e).
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that u is not invariant. By 5.3, there exist x, y such that xSu, y S — u, and

x^y^o. For some « we must have xu„¿¿o, and from postulate II we then

have that there exists y'Sy such that y'~xun. From 5.2, y'SunSu; but

y'SyS —u, and soy' = <?—that is, xun = o (from 2.3(4)), a contradiction.

5.5. Definition. For each xG£ we can (from 5.4) define the invariant

closure x of x to be the smallest invariant element containing x. To simplify

the printing of complicated expressions, we shall sometimes also write

Cl(x) instead of x. This closure operation will then have the usual properties

familiar in topology (5 = o, l = e, Cl(Cl(x)) =Cl(x) 2:x, Cl(x)VCl(y)

= Cl(xVy), and x is invariant if and only if x = x), as well as some others,

notably :

5.6. For any collection of elements {xa}, Cl(Vxa) = Vx„.

For it is trivial that Cl(Vxa) =g Vxc, while conversely Vxa is invariant

(5.4) and greater than or equal to   Vx«, and so greater than or equal to

C1(V*„).
5.7. For any x, x= V{y|y~y'ijjx}.

Let x* denote the element on the right. Any invariant »ä:x will satisfy

wïïx* (from 5.2), and so x^x*. All that remains to be proved is that x* is

invariant; for clearly x*^x. If x*ÍP, then (5.3) there exist z, t such that

z — x*, tS —x*, z~t, and z^o. Hence for some y~y'Sx we have zy^o; and

postulate 11(2.1) then gives the existence of pSt and qSy' such that

p~zy~q. Since qSx, this shows that pSx*; but pStS —x*, and so p = o.

That is (2.3(4)), zy = o, a contradiction.

5.8. Ifx~x', ¿Äe»Cl(x)=Cl(x').
This is immediate from 5.7 and postulate 11(2.1).

5.9. xy = 0<=*whenever h, k are such that h Sx, kSy, and »~£, then

h = k = o.
The implication ->- is trivial, since hSx and also hSy (5.7). Conversely,

if nonzero h, k exist such that h Sx, kSy, and h~k, we have, on writing

u = h = k (from 5.8), uSxy.

5.10. If u is invariant, Cl(x») =Cl(x)w.

Trivially Cl(xw) ;áCl(x)w. Write ¿> = Cl(x)w — C1(xm), and suppose

p7¿o. Since pSx, 5.7 shows that py^o for some y~y'Sx. Write q = py;

then, by postulate II, there exists q'Sx such that g~<z'. Since q'^qSpSu,

5.2 shows that q'Su; thus q'Sxu, and so (5.7) qSClixu). But qSp

S —Cl(¡cm), so that q = o, a contradiction.

6. Bounded elements. In this section we develop further fundamental

properties of the invariant and other elements of (E, ~) which depend on

the notion of boundedness. (One example of the way in which this property

is of service has already been furnished by the proof of 2.3(4).)

6.1. ("Cancellation law"). If a, a' are both bounded and equivalent, and if

bSa, b'Sa', and ¿>~&', then a — b^a' — b'.

Remark. As will be proved later, it suffices that a be bounded; for the
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boundedness of a' will then follow from a'^a (6.4).

From 2.3(5) and 5.9, there exist xSa — b, ySa' — b', such that (i) x~y,

(ii) on writing p = ia — b)—x, q=ia' — b')—y, we have pq = o. We shall prove

p = o; a similar argument will then show that q = o, whence the result will

follow.

Write h = pa'; thus hq = o, and accordingly (since the elements b', y, q

are disjoint and b'\Jy\Jq = a') hSb'\/y~b\/x. Thus (postulate II, 2.1)

there exists kSb\/x such that &~Ä. Since p\/kSa~a', there exists mSa'

such that m~p\/k. Now, kSp (from 5.2, since k^hSp), and therefore

h\/kSp; and since p is invariant, it follows (from 5.2 again) that mSf-

Thus mSh^k, so (from II again) there exists nSk such that w~m~&V¿>.

But k\/p is bounded (from 2.3(2), for a is bounded). Hence n = k\Jp, so that

k\JpSk; and since kp = o (for kSb\Jx) it follows that p = o; Q.E.D.

6.2. Given y~x=Vx„, where the sequence {xn} is disjoint, there exists a

disjoint sequence {y„} such that y=Vy„ and y„'~x„ (w = l, 2, • • • ).

First assume that x and y are both bounded. In this case, postulate II gives

the existence of yiSy such that yi~Xi; and from 6.1 we have x— Xi~y — yx.

A straightforward induction, repeating this argument, gives a disjoint

sequence of elements ynS (y— (yiVy2V • ■ • Vyn-i)) such that y„~x„.

Write y'=Vyn; thus y'Sy and (from postulate I) y'~x~y. Since y is

bounded, we have y' = y, and the result is established in this case.

In the general case, we apply postulate III (2.1) to write x= V/„, y = Vg„,

where/„'~gB and the sequences {fn\, {gn] are each disjoint and bounded.

Write hmn = xmfn. The case already established enables us to write gn = Vm&m„

where kmnr^hmn and kmnkm-n = o im^m'). Define ym= V„£m„; from postulate

I we have ym~VnÄ,»« = xm; the elements ym are clearly disjoint; and finally

,ym        ,m,n"mn==:   ,gn==y.

6.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that x be unbounded is that

there exist an infinite disjoint sequence {z„}, with znSx, zn9^o, and Zi~Z2

~' " ~z„~ • • • .

The sufficiency is trivial, since V{z„|«^l} and V{z„|»2:2} are (from

postulate I) equivalent, so that Vz„ (and so, a fortiori, x) is not bounded.

Conversely, suppose x is unbounded; then there exists zi^x such that

Zit¿o and x~x— z\. The elements z„ are now defined by induction. When zn

has been defined, in such a way that z„'~Zi, z„Sx— (zíV ■ • • Vzn-i) my*~u

say, and yn~x, we apply 6.2 to the decomposition x = ZiVyi to obtain an

"equivalent" decomposition y» = zB+iVyn-u such that z„+iy„+i = o, Zn+i^zi,

and y»+i~;yi=¡e— Zi~x. Thus the inductive hypotheses are maintained,

and the desired sequence {z„} is thereby constructed.

6.4. If x~x' and x is bounded, then so is x'.

This follows from 6.3 and 6.2, since if %' were unbounded, the decom-

position x'= VznV(^' — Vzn) given by 6.3 could (6.2) be imitated in x, contra-

dicting the boundedness of x.
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Remark. From these results one can show that if x, y are both bounded,

then so is xVy; we omit the proof, since the result will not be needed.

6.5. Let {xn} be a sequence of bounded elements whose invariant closures

are disjoint (that is, xmxn = o if my^n). Then Vx„ is bounded.

Suppose Vx„ = x~x—y for some y Sx; we must prove y = o. Now, for each

n we have x„^x~x—y; hence (postulate II) there exists x„' Sx— y suchthat

*»' ~x„. Now if m î£n we have xñxmSxn (from 5.7), and also xñxmSxmSxm;

hence x„'xm = o im^n). It follows that xn' Sxn, and so (since x, is bounded)

xn' =x„; that is, x„y = o for each n, so that y=xy = o.

6.6. If u is invariant and x~y, then ux~uy.

First suppose x and y are both bounded. Then (postulate II) there exists

zSy such that z~»x. From 5.2, zSu, so zSuy. Similarly there exists tSux

such that ¿<~»y. By II again, there exists t'Sz such that ¿'~¿~»y. But uy

is bounded (2.3(2)), so i'-~My; and consequently z = uy, whence the result.

The extension to the general case now follows from postulate III; we have

x = Vx„, y = Vyn, where each of the sequences {xn\, {yn} is disjoint, and where

xn, yn are bounded and equivalent. The preceding case gives uxn~uyn;

whence (from postulate I) MX~My.

7. Equivalence classes.

7.1. Notation. We write [x] for the "equivalence class" {x'|x'~x}, and

write [x] S [y] (or [y]sï[x]) to mean that there exist x'G[x] and y'E [y]

such that x'Sy'- Thus (from II, 2.1) there will then exist, for each y'Œ[y],

an x'G [x] such that x'Sy'i11)- It follows immediately that if [x] S [y] and

[y] S [z] then [x] S [z] (so that S is in fact a partial ordering of the equiva-

lence classes), and that if [x] S [y] S [x] and x is bounded then [x]=[y].

(This holds even if x is unbounded; but this fact will not be needed.) We

further write [x] < [y] (or [y] > [x]) to mean that [x] S [y] and [x] ^ [y](18).

Of course, two given equivalence classes will in general be incomparable.

Note that [x]^[y] implies xSy (from 5.8). (The converse is false, in

general.)

7.2. If Xi^X2^ ■ ■ ■ is a decreasing sequence of bounded elements such that

[xn] è [y] for all », then [l\xn] ^ [y].

Since [xi]ïï[y], there exist xi~Xi, y'~y, such that xi ^y'. Now ele-

ments xi, xi, ■ • • , such that xi = xi «£ • • • =gy' and x„'~x„, are defined

by induction, as follows. When x„' has been defined, postulate II gives the

existence of yn+1Sxn^i such that yn+1~y~y'; and (from 6.4 and 6.1) xi —y'

~xn—yn+1>.Xn — xn+i.   Hence   (II)   there   exists   zn+iSx/— y'   such   that

(") There will also exist, for each .v'G [*], a y'G [y] such that x' Êy'; but the proof is not

easy, except in the case in which y is bounded.

(18) One could go on to make [x] play the role of an "abstract measure" \{x), by defining

addition, and so on, suitably, along the lines of [12]; cf. also §12. We shall not use this pro-

cedure, since a much more specific abstract measure will be constructed later.
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z„+i~x„ — x„+i.  Define x„+i=x„'— zn+i; thus x„'èxB+ièy', and   (from  6.1)

Xn+i'^-'Xn      (Xn      Xn-|_ij =Xnjr\.

Now xi* — Ax„'= V(x„'— xB+i)'~V(xn —xn+i) (from I)=Xi —Axn; hence

(6.1 and 6.4) AxB~Axn' ~ziy'~y; and the result is proved.

7.3. If X1SX2S • ■ ■ is an increasing sequence such that [xn] S [y] for all n,

and if y is bounded, then [Vx„] S [y]-

This is proved by an argument similar to the preceding(19).

7.4. If [x]S[y], and uÇ.U ithe set of invariant elements), then [ux]

S [uy].

This is an immediate consequence of 6.6.

7.5. Given a, b ÇzE, there exist "maximal" equivalent elements x Sa, ySb,

suchthat (i) Cl (a — x), Cl(ô— y) = 0, (¿i) given any other equivalent elements x' Sa,

y'Sb, we have [x']S[x] and [y']S[y]-

The existence of xSa and ySb such that x~y and (i) holds is given by

2.3(5), in view of 5.9. We prove that they satisfy (ii). Write z = x Cl(x' — x)

and t=x'z\/ix' — x); thus tSx' Cl(x' —x). Since tSx'~y', there exists s~¿

such that sSy'Sb. But sS Cl/!gCl(x'-x) gCl(a-x), so s(&-y)=o,

and therefore sSy. Thus sSyClix' — x)'~xCl(x' — x) (from 6.6) =z, so

that there exists s'Sz such that s'<~s~/. From postulate I we now have

x' = iVx'(x-0)~i'Vx'(x-z) ¿x, and so [x'] S [x]. Similarly [y'] S [y]-

7.6. Given elements a, bÇzE, of which at least a is bounded, there exists u^U

such that (i) [au] S [bit], (ii) if v is a nonzero invariant element disjoint from

u, then [av]> [bv].

Let x, y be the elements given by 7.5. Write u= — Cl(a— x); thus u is

invariant (5.4). Further, Ma = »x~»y (from 6.6) Sub, establishing (i). Finally,

if v is invariant and uv = o, we have vSC\ia—x) and therefore v Cl ib—y) =0;

hence bv = yv~xvSav, which shows that [¿w]á[az>], and that if [fa>]=[az>]

then xv^av—that is, via— x)=o, since a is bounded. But this would imply

0 = Cl(i>(a — x)) =vClia — x) (from 5.10) =y. Hence if vt^o we must have

[bv] < [av].

8. Relativization.

8.1. Given any <iGE, it was pointed out in 3.1(c) that the "relative alge-

bra" (E(a), ~), where £(a) consists of all elements xSa, satisfies our postu-

lates. We shall here derive, for later use, some relations between this relative

algebra £(a) and £.

An element vSa which is invariant in £(<x) (that is, in (E(a), ~)) will be

said to be invariant relative to a, and the set of elements invariant relative to

a will be denoted by Ua. For the other notations used in this section, we refer

to 1.3.

8.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that an element vSa be invari-

ant relative to a is that there exist m G £7 such that v = au. Further, u can be

(19) The restriction of boundedness can be removed in 7.3, but not in 7.2—just as in the

familiar numerical case.
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chosen so that uSo; and if this is done, the correspondence between u and v

is 1-1.

The condition is sufficient; for if v = au, where «Gc7, and if v^v'Sa,

then v'Su (from the invariance of u), and so v'Sv—that is, dGí70.

The condition is necessary. For if i>G£70, define u = v. Trivially vSau;

let w = au— v, and suppose wt^o. Then, since wSv, 5.7 shows that, for some

x^x'Sv, we have wx = y (say) 5^0. From II, there exists y'Sx' such that

y~y'; and since y' Sv and ySwSa, 5.2 applied to Eia) shows that y Sv. But

ySwS—v; hence y = 0, a contradiction. Thus v = au, where » = v, so that » G £7

and uSä-

To show that the correspondence is 1-1, we must show that if aui=au2

(where Ui, »2GÎ7(â)) then mi = m2; and, writing w = »i+2»2, it will suffice to

show that if au = o (where, from 5.4, «£[/(«)) then u = o. But we have

o = Cl(a») =Cl(a)« (5.10)=».

The result just established can be restated as:

8.3 Corollary. The algebra Ua=aU, and is isomorphic to the principal

ideal  £/(«)   (0/ all elements of  U which are   Sa)  under the correspondence

v—>u = v, u—yv = au.

8.4. An element of £(a) is bounded relative to a (that is, in £(a)) if and

only if it is bounded.

This is trivial from the definition of boundedness.

8.5. For any set ECE, the Borel field relative to a generated by aP iin

symbols, 330(aE)) is a33(E).

Write 33' = a33(E) =set of all elements ax, where x G 33(E). Clearly

33'DaE; and if y and y„ belong to 33', then so do a—y and Vyn; hence,

33033«,(aE). Now write 33" = 330(aE)VE(-a) =set of all elements ex-

pressible as y\/z where yG330(aE) and zÇ.Ei~a). It is easy to see that

33"DE, and that if x and x„G33" then so do -x and Vx„. Hence 33"D33(P) ;

so a33(E)Ca33" = 330(aE), completing the proof.

9. Indecomposable elements.

9.1. Definitions. An element x is decomposable if there exist yi, y2 such that

o<yiSx (* = 1, 2), yi~y2, and yiy2 = o. Otherwise x is said to be indecom-

posable. Clearly 0 is indecomposable, and so is each atom of £; there may, of

course, be other indecomposable elements. The indecomposable elements are

the easiest to deal with, and we shall dispose of them in this section; this

will in effect reduce the problem of representing £ to the case in which all

nonzero elements are decomposable.

9.2. The following properties are easy consequences of the above defini-

tion.

(1) If x is indecomposable, and y Sx, then y is indecomposable.

(2) Indecomposable elements are bounded. (From 6.3.)

(3) If x~x' and x is indecomposable, then so is x'. (From 6.2.)
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(4) If x is indecomposable, and y Sx, then y = xy.

For trivially yQxy. Write z = xy—y; ii z^o, 5.7 shows that zy'^o for

some y'^y" Sy, and then II gives the existence of zi^z and yiSy such that

Zi~zy'~yi. The definition of indecomposability gives Zi=o, whence zy' = o, a

contradiction.

(5) If x is indecomposable and yiWy2Sx, and if yi<~y2, then yi=y2.

For, from (4) and 5.8, yi = x;yi = x;y2=y2.

(6) If x is indecomposable, y\/zSx, and yz = o, then yz = o. (From 5.9.)

9.3. Let {x„j be a sequence of indecomposable elements such that

xmxn = o whenever m^n. Then Vx„ is indecomposable.

Let y\/zS Vx„, and suppose y^z and yz = o. (We must prove y = o.) Let

yn = yxn; thus the elements y„ are disjoint, and Nyn=y. Hence (6.2) we can

write z= Vz„', where the elements z„ are disjoint and s« ~yn. Let zBm = z„'xm;

from 6.2 again we can write yn = Vmy„m, where ynm~zn,„. Now, if m ¿¿n, we

have y„mSxm (from 5.7, since ymnr^JZmnSxm), and so ynmSxnXm — o. And if

m=n, ynm\/znmSxm, which is indecomposable; hence again ynm = o. Hence

y Vm ,njnm       O.

9.4. If biSb2S ■ • ■ is an increasing sequence of indecomposable elements,

then Vbn is indecomposable.

Write xi = bi, xn = bn — bn-i; thus xB is indecomposable (9.2(1)), and

xmxB = o if m^n. Since xm\ZxnSbm+n, which is indecomposable, 9.2(6) shows

that xmxn = o. So Vx„ is indecomposable (9.3); and Vx„= Vè„.

9.5. Given any collection C of indecomposable elements, there exists an inde-

composable element b such that (i) b S V [c\ cÇ_C\, (ii) for each c(EC, [c] S [b].

By transfinite induction, using 9.4, we see that there is a maximal inde-

composable b satisfying (i). We prove that b satisfies (ii) also. In fact, given

cÇzC there exist (7.5) elements biSb, CiSc, such that ôi~Ci and Cl(c — ci)

•Clib-bi)=o. Also (9.2(6)) Cl(ci)Cl(c-Ci) =o, and h = ci (5.8), so that
Cl(ôi)Cl(c-Ci)=o. Again, from 9.2(6), we have Cl(ôi)Cl(o-Oi) =o.

Hence 9.3 shows that the element £ = Cl(ôi) VCl(ô — &i)VCl(c — Ci) is inde-

composable. Butô^^>^V{c|cGC}. Hence b = p, proving that c — Ci = o, that

is, that c~biSb, Q.E.D.
9.6. Notation. Let e° denote the supremum of all the indecomposable

elements. (Naturally, e° may be o, and also need not itself be indecomposable.)

Theorem. There exists a disjoint sequence {b„} of indecomposable ele-

ments, such that (i) VôB = e°, and (ii) for each m, n, either [bm] S [bn] or [bn]

S [bm]- Further, (iii) e° is invariant.

We first define a transfinite sequence {ba} of disjoint indecomposable ele-

ments, as follows. From 9.5 applied to the collection Ci of all indecomposable

elements, there exists an indecomposable element biSe" such that [c] S [bi]

for every indecomposable c. When bß has been defined for all ß<a, we define

Ca = set of all indecomposable elements c satisfying cSe°—Vß<a bß. By 9.5,
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there exists an indecomposable baSe°— V/s«, bß such that [c] S [ba] for every

cGG«. From postulate 0(2.1) we have bao = o for some cco<wi, and the process

is terminated. Ca<, must then consist of o only, so that the element d = e"

— Vc<a0 ba must be o (for otherwise, since dSe", there would exist an inde-

composable c such that cd^o; and, from 9.2(1), cd(ECao). On renumbering

the elements ba ia<a0) into a simple sequence, we see that (i) and (ii) are

satisfied.

To prove (iii), suppose y^xSe"; it will suffice to prove y Se0- From (i),

x=Vxô„; hence (6.2) we can write y=Vyn where yB~x&B. But xbn is inde-

composable, since bn is (9.2(1)); hence so is yB (9.2(3)), so that ynSe° for each

». It follows that y Se".

9.7. Let K (as in 3.1(a)) be the numerical measure algebra generated by

No atoms pn {n = 1, 2, • • • ) each of measure 1 ; that is, the elements of K are

the subsets of U(p„), and the measure of any such set is the number of ele-

ments pn in it.

Theorem. The relative algebra (£(e°), ~) is isomorphic to a principal ideal

in the direct product K®Uie°).

(Here £7(eD) denotes, as usual, the principal ideal in U of e°—which be-

longs to U, as just shown.)

Let R, S denote the representation spaces of K, £/(e°), respectively (cf.

§4). The open-closed subset p* of R which corresponds to pn(£K is now easily

seen to consist of a single point (say) qn. Write Q = R — U(gB); thus (from

4.2(2)) Q is of the first category in E.

Now let bn be the sequence of indecomposable elements given by 9.6.

For each xSe", define ^(x) to be the subset U„_i iqn, (Cl(x&„))*) of T = RXS;

clearly ^(x)G33r(E). And define 0(x) to be the element {^(x)} of K® £/(e°),

that is, the class of all sets HE.<BriT) such that M{H+2^ix) ] is identically

0, M being the continuous-function-valued "measure" defined in §4. We shall

show that 6 is the desired isomorphism.

(1) For any sequence {xB} with xnSe°, ö(Vx„) = V0(x„).

For we have Cl (VOTxmoB) = VmCl (xmo„) (5.6), and so (4.2(2)) (Cl (Vmxroo„))*

= UOT (Cl (xOTpn))*+2F„, where Y„ is of the first category in S. Hence ^(Vxm)

= U^(xm)+2U(g«, Fn), so that (the sets iqn, Yn) being null) ö(Vxm) = Vö(xm).

(2) If xSe°, 9ie°-x)=6ie°)-dix).

For we have Cl ((e°—x)bn) Cl(xôn)=o from 9.2(6); and trivially

Cl iie°-x)bn) VC1 (xo„)=Cl ibn). Hence

fief) - Hx) - U(?„, (Cl(i,))*) - U(?„, (Cl(xô„))*)

= Ufo», (Cl((e° - x)bn))*) = tie" - x),

and (2) follows.

(3) If x, y Se" and 0(x)=0(y), then x=y.
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From (1) and (2), it will suffice to prove (on writing z = x+2y) that if

diz) = o then z = o. We are given, then, that M{ U(gB, (Cl(z6n))*)} is identically

0; hence, for each n, M{iqn, (Cl(z&„))*)} =0, and since this function is 1 for

each sG(Cl(z6„))*, it follows that (Cl(ze„))* = 0. That is, Cl(zô„) =o for each

». Thus z = VzôB = o.

(4) If {h]^K® Uie°) and {h] S0ie°), there exists xSe" such that

6ix)={H).

We first note that, given any 7/G33r(E), there exists H'El{h] and ex-

pressible as H'={Jiqn, ut) («* open-closed in S). (This is substantially the

result of 4.6 in the present case, and follows by the same reasoning applied

here.) Now if {h} Sdie") = {U(g„, b*)}, the corresponding H' must satisfy

UnSbn for each ». Define x= Vôbmb. Then xSe", and (since the elements bn

are disjoint) we have Cl(xè„) =Cl(èn»n) = (Cl(è„))M„ (5.10) =un. Thus fix)

= 11', so that dix) ={H}.

Properties (l)-(4) show that 6 is an algebraic isomorphism between E(e")

and the principal ideal of 0(e°) in K® £/(e°). All that remains is to show that 6

is equivalence-preserving (both ways).

(5) If x, ySe" and x~y, M{dix)} = M{d(y)}.

First suppose xSbn, ySbm. We have x = y = u, say (5.8); and clearly

^(x) = U(g4, m*) where uk = o if &?¿w, and un = u. Hence, from the definition

of M, M {dix) ] = M {fix)} =0 for j(£m, and 1 for sG«. The same applies to

M{diy)}, which thus equals M {dix)}.

In the general case, 6.2 shows that we can write y=Vyn, where the

sequence yn is disjoint and y„~x&M. Now write ynm=ynbm; by 6.2 again we can

write xè„=Vrox„m where the elements xnm are disjoint and xBm~y,„n- Since

VnmSbm and XnmSbn, the case already established shows that M{dixnm)\

= M{diynm)}. But Vm,„ xmn=x, and Vm,„ ymn=y, hence, from the countable

additivity of M, M {dix)} = M{Biy) ].

(6) If x, y Se" and M {dix) ] = M{diy)}, then x~y.

First suppose 0(x) S {iqn, b*) ] and 0(y) S {iqm, bm) ]. Then xbk = o unless

k = n, so that xSbn; and similarly ySbm- The equality of the measure func-

tions now gives x = y. Now (9.6) we can assume without loss of generality

that [£'„]5= [b,,,]; and, on applying postulate II, we obtain x~x'Sbm. Hence

x' = x'bm (from 9.2(4)) =xbm (from 5.8) =ybm = y (from 9.2(4) again). That is,

y = x'~x.

The extension to the general case now follows by an argument similar to

that used in proving (5). (We apply 6.2 to K®Uie°).) The proof of the

theorem is thus complete.

Remark. In the present case, the direct product (as constructed in §4)

can be simplified. It is not hard to see that the abstract measure-algebra

K®Uie°) is isomorphic with the algebra of sequences {un\ (wnG£7(e°)), in

which the algebraic operations are defined "coordinatewise" (cf. 3.1(d)), but

in which the equivalence relation is induced by the continuous numerical
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function M{un} on S, defined by: the value of M{un\ at s£S is (except for

a first category set of s's) the number of values of » for which iG«*.

10. Reduction to the bounded case.

10.1. The ideal E(e°) having been disposed of by the theorem just estab-

lished, we next study the ideal (that is, relative algebra) E( — e"), in which

(from the definition of e") no nonzero element can be indecomposable. In

effect this means that the indecomposable elements have been eliminated.

In the present section we shall make a further reduction which will in effect

eliminate the unbounded elements.

10.2. Definitions. We write e' to denote the supremum of all bounded

invariant elements in £( — e"), and write e" = ( — e") — e'. Thus e°, e' and e"

are disjoint, and e"\/e'\/e" =e.

10.3. Theorem, e' is bounded and invariant.

That e' is invariant follows from 5.4. Further, the countable chain condi-

tion (postulate 0) gives e' = V»nfor some sequence {un\ of bounded invariant

elements. Define Vi = ux, vn = un— V"-1 «<; thus e'=Vvn where each vn is

bounded (2.3(2)) and invariant (5.4), and where the sequence {vn} is dis-

joint. Hence e' is bounded, from 6.5.

10.4. Lemma. There exists a sequence {z„} (w = l, 2, • • • to oo) of disjoint

equivalent bounded elements such that e" = znfor each ».

We can obviously assume e" ¿¿o. Then since e" is invariant (from 9.6(iii)

and 10.3) and disjoint from e', e" is unbounded, and consequently (6.3)

there exists an infinite sequence of disjoint equivalent nonzero elements (say)

tnSe". From postulate III (2.1) there exists pnSk such that pu is bounded

and nonzero; and then from postulate II there exists pinStn such that pinr^pi\-

Thus the elements pin are disjoint, equivalent, bounded and nonzero, and

VpinSe". Write q2 = Q\iVpin)Se"; thus e" — q2 is invariant and therefore

unbounded (unless it is o). Thus we obtain (by repeating the argument) a

disjoint sequence {p2n} of bounded equivalent nonzero elements less than or

equal to e" — 02- The argument is repeated transfinitely; when pßn has been de-

fined for all » and all ß<a, we set <?a = Cl(Vp¡?n) iß<ct, « = 1, 2, • • • ); if

e" — qa is not 0, it is invariant and unbounded, and so there exists a disjoint

infinite sequence {pan) of bounded equivalent nonzero elements less than or

equal to e" — qa. The process must terminate countably; and, on defining

zn=Vapan, the elements z„ are disjoint, equivalent (postulate I), bounded

(6.5), and satisfy Cl(Vz„)=e". But Cl(Vz„) = VCl(z„) (5.6)=Cl(z„) for
each n (from 5.8).

10.5. Lemma. Given u(E.U such that o<uSe", there exists v G U such that

o<vSu and v= Vsn, where the elements sn are disjoint, equivalent, and bounded

(» = 1, 2, • • • , to 00).
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Let {zn\ be the sequence given by 10.4. Then the elements uz„ are dis-

joint, equivalent (6.6) and bounded; also they are nonzero, since C1(mz„)

= mC1(z„)(5.10) =U9io. The collection {uzn} can thus be extended to a

maximal collection of disjoint equivalent (and thus also bounded and nonzero)

elements less than or equal to u; and this collection (from postulate 0) will

consist of exactly frío elements (say) /„ (» = 1, 2, ■ • -, to <»). Let yi, y' be

maximal equivalent elements such that yi^ii and y'Su — Vtn, so that (7.5)

Cl(/i— y0 Cl(w— Vtn — y') =o. Define v = Cliti—yi); we shall show that v

has the required properties.

Trivially, v is invariant and vShSu. Also, vj^o, since otherwise ¿i=yi~y',

contradicting the maximality of the collection {tn\ (for y' could then be

adjoined to it).

Now, from postulate II, there exists ynStn such that y«~yi, and (since

then yn~y') there exists xnSyn such that xn~y'v. Define sx=y'v\/iti—yi)

and (if m>1) sn=xn-i\/itn — yn); thus the elements sn (» = 1, 2, • • • to »)

are disjoint and equivalent (from 6.1 and postulate III). Further, sn~xn

VÍA — yn) Stn, so that sn is bounded (6.4). We have tn—ynSv, from 5.7, and

x„Sv, from 5.2; thus Vs„Sv. On the other hand, z/(w—VA—y') =o, so that

» S Vin Vy ', and therefore v S y 'v V V {(í„ — y„) V iyn — xn) Vx„} v ; but (y„—xn)v

~iy' —y'v)v (from 6.6) =o, and it follows that vSVsn. Thus »=VA, as re-

quired.

10.6. Theorem. We can write e"= V/n (« = 1, 2, • • • to oo), where the

elements fn are disjoint, equivalent, bounded, and satisfy Cl(/"n) =e" for each n.

Let {z;m} be a maximal disjoint (and thus countable) collection of nonzero

invariant elements less than or equal to e", each of which can be written as

vm=ysmn (« = 1, 2, • • • to oo), where the elements smn are, for each m, dis-

joint, equivalent and bounded. Let u=e" — Vzv»; then » is invariant (5.4), so

that if u^o an application of 10.5 would at once contradict the maximality

of the collection vm. Hence Vm,Bimn= Vi>m = e". Now define/n=VOT smn; thus

V/" = e", and the elements /" are disjoint, equivalent (postulate I) and

bounded (from 6.5). Lastly, e" = VC1(/") =Cl(/n) for each », from 5.8.

Corollary. For each », the algebra U/* of invariant elements relative to

fn is isomorphic to the ideal Z7(e").

(From 8.3.)

10.7. Convention. The considerations in what follows (till §19) are going

to be applied to the relative abstract measure algebras E(e') and £(/"). Thus

we shall assume, throughout §§11-18, that all elements iexcept o) are decom-

posable), and that all elements are bounded.

11. Decomposition into homogeneous parts.

11.1 Before the desired direct product representation can be obtained,

two further reductions are necessary. In this section we carry out the first
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of these, which will have the effect of enabling us to assume that E is, in a

sense to be defined, "homogeneous" with respect to its invariant elements.

Definitions. Given xGE, and given any nonempty subset PC.E, con-

sider all sets <2C£ such that £(x)Cx33(EW<2)—so that (8.5) E(x)

= x33(EW0 = 33I(xEWx<2). The smallest cardinal m of such a Q is called the

order of x over P. (Thus, for example, the order of o over any P is 0.) If x^o,

and every y such that o<ySx has order m over P, x is said to be homo-

geneous of order m over P. Clearly, if o<ySx and x is homogeneous of order

m over P, then so is y.

11.2. If x has order m over P, and y Sx, then the order of y over P is not

greater than m.

For £(x) =x33(EVJ(2), where [ Q| = m. Given zSy, we have zG£(x),

and so z = xt where ¿G33(EU£>). Hence z=yt; and thus E(y)Cy33(EWÇ).

11.3. If x is homogeneous of order m over P, where m is infinite, and if

a^x, then x is homogeneous of order m over aP, and further there exists a

set <2C£(x), with ¡ Q\ =m, such that £(x) = x33iQ\JaP).

We have £(x) = x33(EU<2') for some <?'C£ with | Q'\ =m. Write Q = xQ';
then x33(EU<2')=x33(<2UaE), by 8.5, since both equal «.(QUxP). This
proves the last part of the statement, and shows that x has order not greater

than m over aP. To complete the proof, it will suffice to show that if o <ySx

than the order of y over aP is not less than m. Suppose not; then there exists

<2"C£, with |G"|<m, such that £(y) =y33(<2"UaE)Cy33(Q"WEU(a)).
The homogeneity of x over P now gives | <2"W(a) | jam; and since m is infinite

this is a contradiction.

11.4. If m is an infinite cardinal, and if xn is homogeneous of order m over

P (w = 1, 2, • • • ), then so is Vx„.

Let Vxn = x; we must prove (i) x is of order not greater than m over P,

and (ii) if o<ySx, y is of order not less than m over P.

We have £(xB) = xn33(EU<2„) where |Q„| =rrt. Let U<2„UU(x„) = Q; thus

[0;[=rri also. Given ySx, write yn = yXn(E.Eix„); thus yn=xnzn where

zBG33(EU<2n)C33(EU<2). Since xnG<2C33(EU<2), this gives that each yn,
and thus also y=Vyn, belongs to 33(EU(?), which proves (i).

For (ii), we again write yn=yxn; then for some n we have yn^o. If y has

order less than m over P, then so does yB (11.2); but this contradicts the

homogeneity of xB.

11.5. If x is a nonzero element of finite order over P, there exists a nonzero

element y Sx of order 0 over P.

We have (say) £(¡c) =x33{EU(ai)U(a2)U • • • U(a„)}. Consider the 2"

elements of the form 6i2>2 • • • bn, where each b, is either a¡ or —a,, and all

combinations are taken; enumerate them as h, h, • • • , tx iN = 2n). Let 33'

denote the set of all elements expressible as Vf xjtj (xyG 33(E)). It is easy to

verify that 33' contains, and thus coincides with, 33{EW(ai)U • ■ • W(a„)}.

Thus £(x) =x33'. so for at least onej we have xtj—y, say, j^o. Now if zGE(y),
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we have zGE(x) =x33', so z= Vf x,/tx (xtG33(E)); but zSyStj, and titj = o

unless i=j. Hence z = x¡t¡x = x¡y ; and this proves that E(y)Cy33(E)—that is,

y is of order 0 over P.

11.6. If y is of order 0 over U, then y is indecomposable and therefore zero.

If y were decomposable, there would exist (9.1) zi, z2Sy such that Zi~z2,

ziZ2 = 0, and zu^o (¿=1, 2). Since £(y) =yU, by hypothesis, we have Zi = yui

(»,£[/). Thusyz,i = yiyui) (from 5.10) =yUi = Zi, so that Zi=yzi=yz2 (5.8) =z2,

whence a contradiction. Since all nonzero elements are decomposable (in

accordance with the convention introduced in 10.7), y = o.

Corollary. Every nonzero element has infinite order over U.

(From 11.5 and 11.6.)

11.7. Theorem. There exists a disjoint sequence {an\ iñnite or infinite)

such that Va„ = e and each an is homogeneous of infinite order over £/(20).

Let rrii be the smallest of the orders of nonzero elements x over U; thus

rrti is infinite, as just shown, and from 11.2 each x of order nti over U is homo-

geneous. Let <Xi=V{x|x is of order rrti over U\. The countable chain condi-

tion shows that Ci is the supremum of a countable set of such elements x;

and 11.4 then shows that ai is homogeneous of order rrti over U. The con-

struction is iterated transfinitely, aa being defined as the supremum of all non-

zero elements less than or equal to — V'ß<aaß (if any) having the smallest

possible order rrt« over U; as before, aa is homogeneous of order ma over U.

The construction terminates for some <xo<03i, for the elements aa are disjoint

and nonzero, and we have e = Va<a0 aa. All that remains is to reorder the ele-

ments aa ia<ao) into a simple sequence.

12. Scalar multiplication of equivalence classes.

12.1 We could now consider the relative abstract measure algebras £(«„)>

in which all nonzero elements are now decomposable, bounded, and (from 11.3

and 8.3) homogeneous over the algebra of relatively invariant elements.

However, though it would be possible to prove a representation theorem for

each £(an), it would not be easy to extend the representation to all of E;

this is because (roughly speaking) the elements an are not related in any

convenient way to their invariant closures in £. In the next section we shall

replace them by elements which are "comparable," in the desired way, with

their invariant closures in £. Here we shall define and develop the necessary

properties of this comparability. It would be possible to elaborate these

notions further into a systematic arithmetic of equivalence classes (cf. foot-

note 17), but we shall confine ourselves to the properties actually needed in

the sequel.

12.2. Given x¥^o, and a positive integer », there exist n disjoint equiva-

(20) This theorem generalizes the decomposition of a numerical measure algebra into homo-

geneous parts; cf. [il].
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lent nonzero elements y¡Sx (*=1, • • • , n).

For x is decomposable (cf. 10.7), so there exist z\, Z2SX such that Zi^o,

ZiZ2 = o, and Zi~z2. Since Zi is decomposable, there exist Zu, ZnSzi such that

Zu^o, ZnZi2 = o, and Zn~Zi2; and from 6.2 there exist disjoint elements z2i,

z22^Z2 such that ZnT^Zn'^Zu. Proceeding in this way we obtain, for each m,

2m disjoint equivalent nonzero elements less than or equal to x; and the result

follows.

12.3. In 12.2 we can further suppose Vy,=x.

This follows from 12.2 by the usual "exhaustion" argument.

12.4. If yi, y2, • • -, yn are disjoint equivalent elements, and if Zi, z2, ■ • • ,

z„ are disjoint equivalent elements such that Vyi~Vzi, then yi'^Zi.

Let pi, q¡ be maximal equivalent sub-elements of y,, z¿ (7.5). Since all ele-

ments are now bounded (10.7), it readily follows from 7.5(h) that the 2»

elements pi, qi, are all equivalent. Write hi = yi—pi, ki=Zi — qi; thus hik, = o,

and (6.1) we have Äi~&2~ • • ■ ~A„, ¿i~&2~ • • ' ~&«, and Va,~V&¿.

Thus (from 5.6 and 5.8) C1(ä,-) =C1(V»,-) = C1(V¿,) = C1(¿¿); and the relation
hiki = o now gives hi = o = k~i. Thus yí = />¿~g,,=z;.

12.5. Definitions. Given any x and any positive integer n, 12.3 shows

that, for each x'G[x] (that is, x'~x) we can write x'=V? y¿ where the «

elements y¿ are disjoint and equivalent; and 12.4 then shows that the equiva-

lence class [yi] (=[y,]) is uniquely determined. We write [yi] = (l/w) [*],

and more generally [yiVy2V ■ ■ ■ Vy™] = im/n) [x], for each mSn. Thus

(w/w) x is uniquely determined by the equivalence class x and the integers

m, n iOSmSn^X). Clearly (0/«)[x]=o, (»/») [x] = [x], im/n) [0] = [0].

The following properties follow easily from this definition, together with

the results in §7.

(1) li p^X, n^l, and OSmSn, then imp/np) [x] = {yn/n) [x].

Thus im/n)[x] depends only on [x] and the value oí the proper fraction

m/n. If m/n=p, we write im/n)[x] as p[x]. In the following statements, p,

pi, and so on denote non-negative rational numbers not exceeding X.

(2) If pi<p2, then pi[x] ^p2[x], with equality only if [x]=o.

(Immediate on writing pi and p2 with a common denominator.)

(3) If [x]<[y], then p[x]i=p[y], with equality only if p = 0.

(4) If [y]=pi[x] and [z]=p2[x], where y\/zSx, x^o, and yz = o, then

Pi+P2^1 and  [yVz] = (pi+P2)[x].

(5) If [yn]=p[xn], where the elements y„ are disjoint, and the elements

xn are disjoint, then  [Vy„] =p[Vxn].

(6) If [y]=pi[x], then p2[y] = (p!p2)[x].

The next step will consist in extending this definition of "multiplication"

of equivalence classes by (rational) scalars, to allow the multipliers to be

irrational. Several lemmas are needed.

12.6. If [x] ^p[e] for arbitrarily small values of p, then x = o.

For, from (2) above, we have [x] ^(1/2") [e] for every n. Now (12.3) we
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can write e=/iVgi where/i, gi are disjoint and equivalent. Similarly, gi=fc

Vg2 where/2, g2 are disjoint and equivalent; and so on. The disjoint sequence

{/„} is such that [/„] = (l/2n) [e]; hence there exists x„Sfn such that xn~x.

Then V" xB~V2>> xn; but all elements are now bounded (10.7), and so Xi = o,

whence x = o.

12.7. If [y»]=S(l/2*0H (« = 1, 2, ■ • • ) then [Vyn]s[x].
This is proved by essentially the same argument as in 12.6, since there is

no loss in assuming the elements y„ to be disjoint.

12.8. Suppose x and y are such that, for each positive integer », there

exist pn, qnEE such that [pn] á(l/2n+1) [e], qnSil/2n+1) [e], and [x-pn]

á[yV2n]. Then [x]^[y].

There is no loss in assuming pnSx. Then there exist x„~x and rnr^pn

such   that  rnSxn and  xn — rnSy\/qn-   Thus  xnSy\/rn\/qnSy\/fn,  where

fn=V{rm\/qm\m^n}.    Now    [r.V2«]^(l/2")[«],    from    12.5(4);    hence

[fn] S (1/2"-1) [e], as readily follows from 12.7. Thus (12.6) A/B = o. But (7.2)

we have [x] S [A (yV/»)] = [yVA/„] = [y].
12.9. Given x(E.E and a real number a such that 0iS<r;£l, there exists

y(EE having the following property: Given any positive rational number

£<1, there exist (i) a rational number p (O^p^l) such that |p — a\ Se, (ii)

an element dGE such that [d]s=e[e] and  [y+2d]=p[x].

As in the proof of 12.6, we construct a disjoint sequence of elements

fnSx such that, on writing g„=x— V{fm\mSn}, we have [/„] = [gn]

= (l/2")[x]. Expand a as a binary decimal, say a= ^Z™ mn/2n, where each

mn is 0 or 1, and define tn=fn if mB = l, and t„ = o otherwise. Write y= VA

To satisfy the requirements, we have only to choose n so that 2~"<e, and

take d=V{tm\m>n} and p= Xa nik/2k. Clearly \p— a\ <2~" and (from

12.5(4)) [y+2d]=p[x]. Finally, the fact that [d]SiX/2n)[e] follows from

12.7.
Remark. The proof shows that a little more is true than was stated ; we

can further make dSy, pSa, and [d]ge[x].

12.10. Given x(EE and a (Ogcísl), suppose that y' also has the same

property as y in 12.9; then y'~y.

For each » we can write

h +2 dn]   =  Pn[x], | pB  -  <7 |   <   l/2"+2, [d„]   S   (l/2"+2) [«j,

[y' +2 dl ] = Pn' [*],        I pi - a j < 1/2-+2,        K' ] á (l/2«+2) [e],

and can suppose without loss that pn' =SpB for infinitely many values of ».

Thus we find dB" ^y'+2dn' such that [dB" ] = (p„' -p„) [x] S (1/2"+!) [e], and

then have (6.1) [(y'+2dB')-dB" ] =p„[x]. Hence (y'+2dB')-dB"~y+2dB for

arbitrarily large w; and from 12.8 it readily follows that [y] S [y'] S [y].

Since y is bounded, we obtain [y'] = [y].

12.11. Definition. If x,tr and y are related as in 12.9, we write [y]=<r[x];

from 12.9 and 12.10, this relation determines one and only one equivalence
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class [y] when [x] and a (QSaSX) are given. Further, if a is rational this

definition reduces to that of 12.5, since in 12.9 we can then taked = o andp=a.

Throughout the rest of this section, a, <n, and so on will denote real num-

bers between 0 and 1 (inclusive), and e denotes a real number such that

0<e<l. Most of the proofs will be omitted, since they involve no new ideas.

12.12. If y Sx and [y] = o [x], then [x— y] = (1— a) [x].

This is immediate from the way in which y was constructed in 12.9, if

we note that V/B = x there (since hgn = o, from 12.6).

12.13. If [y]=o[x], and u is invariant, then [uy]=cr[ux].

Immediate from 6.6 and the definitions—12.5 and 12.11.

12.14. If aiSo-2, o-i[x]^<72[x].

This follows from 12.8 by an argument similar to that in 12.10.

Corollary. If o"i<cr2, o-i[x]<o-2[x] unless x = o.

For we can choose rational pi, p2 such that <ri<pi<P2<<r2; the corollary

now follows from 12.14 and 12.5(2).

12.15. If [í] = cri[x], [q]=a2[x], pq = o, p\/qSx, and x?*o, then ai+o-2SX

and [pVq] = ioi+o-2)[x].

That ff2SX—iTi follows easily from 12.12. The remainder of the assertion

follows from the definition of (0-1+0-2) [x] and from the rational case (12.5(4)).

12.16. If {y„} isa disjoint sequence such that ynSx9^0 and [yn]=o"„[x],

then 0-= ^TjiTnSX, and [VyB]=cr[x].

An easy induction based on 12.15 gives ^7 o~nSX, for each m, so that

aSX. It also gives [Vf yn] = iJ2i o-n)[x]So[x] (12.14), for each m; hence

(7.3) [Vy,] ^cr[x]. On the other hand, we can assume tr>0; let e be any posi-

tive number less than a. If TV is large enough, we have (on using 12.15 and

12.14) [VyB] ̂  [Vf yB] = ( JJ *«) [x] ^ia-e) [x]; and it readily follows from

12.8 that [Vy„] =^o-[x]. Thus, since all elements are now bounded, [Vy„]

= ít[x].

12.17. If {yn] and {zn\ are two sequences, each disjoint, such that

[yn]=o-[zB] (w = l, 2, • • •), then [Vy„] =<r[Vz„].

We may suppose ynSzn. Given any rational e>0 (and <1) we choose a

rational number p so that ir — e<p<or, and then (12.9, Remark) choose

dnSyn so that [dB]g(€/2re)[ß] and [y„—dn]=pn[zn], where p<p„<cr and pB

is rational. The rest is routine.

12.18. If x^y^z, and xt^o, and if [y]=<ri[x] and z = cr2[x], then cri^o-2

and [y — z] = iai—a2)[x].

12.19. If yi^y2^ • • • Sx, and if [yB] =<rB[:>c] and xt^o, then o-i^<r2

S ■ • ■ SX, and [Vy„] = (lim„^ o-n)H-
(From 12.16 and 12.18 applied to the relation Vyn= V(yB —yn-i).)

A similar result holds for decreasing sequences.

12.20. If [y]=o-![x], then o2[y] = (o-i<r2) [x].

This will be needed only in the case in which cri is rational, when it fol-
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lows fairly easily from 12.5(6) and the definition (12.11). The extension to

the general case can then be derived, though with more trouble.

13. Decomposition into parts comparable with their closures.

13.1. We begin with a fundamental result which, roughly speaking, as-

serts that the abstract measures can be approximated by "step functions."

Theorem. Given x^E and a positive integer n, there exist n disjoint in-

variant elements »i, u2, ■ • ■ , un such that ii) Nui = e, and (ii) Hi— X)/n) [m¿]

S [xuí] S ii/n) [u¡] (1 SiSn).

By 12.3, we can write e = WfeV ' ' • \/tn, where the elements ti are dis-

joint and equivalent. For each i, consider the elements x and ti\Zt2\/ ■ ■ • V¿¿;

from 7.6 there exists w,G£7 such that

(a) [xwí]S [wiitiV ■ ■ ■ Vti)], (b) if vGUi-Wi) then [*»] è [»(W • • •

V¿t)]> with equality only if v = o. Now [¿iV • • ■ Vti] = ii/n) [e], by defi-

nition; hence, from 12.13, properties (a) and (b) may be restated as:

(a')   [xWi] S ii/n) [wi], (b') if z>G£7(— w¡) then [xv] >ii/n) [v] unless v = o.

We assert : o S wi S w2 S ■ ■ ■ Swn = e. For suppose i<j and let v = Wi — w¡;

if Vt¿o, we have at once from 12.13 that [xv] > ij/n) [v] >(«'/«) [î>](12.5(2))

2: [xv], a contradiction. Thus v = o and WíSwj. The fact that wn = e is immedi-

ate from (b').

Write Wo = o, and define u, = Wi — w,_i iXSiSn). Thus the elements

«t, • • • , «n are invariant and disjoint, and V»¿ = e. From (a'), (b') and 12.13

we have Hi— X)/n) [m,] S [xm¿] S ii/n) [m¡] as desired; and have in fact more

■—that Hi — X)/n)[ui]<[xUi] if i<n, unless u¡ = o.

13.2 Lemma. Given xt^o, there exists yÇUE such that o<ySx and [y]

=p[y] for some rational p (0<pSX).

We apply 13.1, and note that if n is large enough Uij^e, since otherwise

[x] SiX/n) [e] for arbitrarily large n, which is impossible (12.6). Thus for

some i>X we have Uít^o; and since ((i — l)/w) [»,-] S [xui] there exists

yiíxUi such that [y] = ((*'— X)/n) [»,-]. Since i>X and u^o we have yj^o;

and, from 12.13, [yy] =p[yM,-] (where p = (¿— l)/w), that is, [y]=p[y].

13.3. Theorem. Given xj^o, there exists a sequence {zn\ ifinite or infinite)

of disjoint nonzero elements such that (i) Vz„=x, (ii) [zB]=pn[z„], where

0 <p„ S X and pn is rational.

Let {zBJ be a maximal disjoint collection of nonzero elements Sx satis-

fying (ii). From 13.2 it readily follows that Vz„ = x, proving the theorem.

Remark. The theorem also holds if x = o provided we adopt suitable con-

ventions about "empty" sequences.

13.4. Theorem. There exists a disjoint sequence {en} ifinite or infinite)

such that (i) Ve„ = e, (ii) each en is homogeneous of infinite order mn over U,

(iii) for each n, [e„] =p„[ën], where pn is rational and Q<pnSX.
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From 11.7 there exist disjoint (nonzero) elements an such that Va„ = e

and an is homogeneous of infinite order over U. Applying 13.3, we write

an = VmeBm where (for each «) the elements enm are disjoint, nonzero, and

[enm] =Pnm[ënm]. From the definition of homogeneity (11.1), each enm is

homogeneous of infinite order over U. We have only to renumber the ele-

ments enm into a single sequence  {en\.

This theorem provides the desired decomposition of e i = e' or /"; cf.

10.7). In the next sections (§§14-17) we shall consider the relative algebras

{E(e„), ~{, showing that each is isomorphic with the direct product of a

numerical measure algebra with a trivial abstract measure algebra. It will

then be relatively easy (§§18, 19) to derive a product representation for all

of E.

14. Structure of £(e„) ; separable case.

14.1. Let eB be one of the elements in 13.4, and suppose that its order

over U is exactly No- In this section we shall analyze the structure of the

relative algebra £(e„) ; and, as all considerations here will be relative to en, we

shall write £(e„) simply as E, en as e, and the relative sub-algebra of relatively

invariant elements, Ue„, as U. From 11.3 and 8.3, we can thus assume that

every nonzero xC^E has order N0 over U, and is also decomposable and bounded

(10.7). We shall deduce the following theorem:

Theorem. There exists a sub-algebra P of E such that

(i) £ = 33(EU£7),
(ii)  (E, ~) is naturally isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra (E, p.),

in such a way that, for each pÇiP,  [p] =ßip) [e],

(¡ii)  (E, u) is isometric to I1 (cf. 3.1(a)).

14.2. Since the order of e over U is now No, there exists a countably in-

finite set B= {bn\ (w = l, 2, • • • ) such that £ = 33(EU£7). The first step in

the proof consists in replacing the elements bn by others with improved

properties; and this is done in two stages.

14.3. The elements cir). Let t denote any fraction of the form i/An («^0,

0^î^4B). We define cir) by induction, as follows: When w = 0, we set c(0) =o

and c(l) =e. When c(¿/4") has been defined (for a particular n S;0 and for all

i such that 0SiS^n), we choose elements /(í/4"), g(¿/4"), such that

/(t/4")á6^.i{c(t/4")-c((*-l)/4-)} =»(*74-), say, g(¿/4«) Si~bn+i) {c(»74")
-e((*-l)/4»)}=*(i/4»),     and     [/(//4")] = (1/2) [*(*/4")], k(*/4»)] = (1/2)
[kii/4n)], using 12.3, and then define (for XSiS±n)

c((4î - 4)/4"+1) = e((t - l)/4"),

c((4i - 3)/4"+1) = dii - l)/4») V/(i/4«),

c((4t - 2)/4"+1) = ciii - l)/4») V A(i/4"),
and

c((4i - l)/4"+l) = c((4i - 2)/4"+1) V g(74").
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It readily follows by induction that

(1) If ti^t2 then c(ti) Sciri), and that

(2) fc<*/4») -6«*-1)/4»] S (1/2») [«].
Again, we have

4"

V {c((4i - 2)/4"+1) - c((4* - 4)/4»+!)} = VA(i/4")

-*H-iV{e(f/4-)-í((í-l)/4-)}

= ^n+i;

hence, on writing C = set of all elements cir), we have EC33(C), and there-

fore

(3) E = <BiCUU).

14.4. EAe elements d„. Now let p be any rational number such that 0 Sp S1-

Choose any yp such that [yP]=p[e]; an application of 7.6 to the elements

cir), y„, then gives an invariant element urp such that (on using 12.13)

(4) [c(t)m]3sp[w] whenever mGcV(mtp), and [c(r)i>].>p[z/] whenever

i>GC7( — uTp), unless v = o.

It readily follows (by the same argument as in 13.1) that

(5) »np^Mrji if Ti^Tj; »op = e; Ui„ = o unless p = l; and un = e.

Similarly

(6) MrP1 S u,P2    if    pi S p2', c(t)«to = o;    and    »Ti = e.

Now define, for each »,

dP» = V{c(r)«Tp| r = Í/4», 0 S iS 4"},

and define

d,, = V{c(r)»Tp, all t}.

It readily follows that dpiSdp2S • • • , and   VB dpn=dp.   Further, from

(6) we have

(7) dPl iS dP2   if   pi S P2Î    and    d0 = o, di = e.

We next show that

(8) [dp] = p[e].

Since c((«+l)/4n) ^c(¿/4n), we have (on writing uT„ = o if t>1, so that

(5) still holds)

4"

dpn = V c(¿/4nKn¿.   where   vpni = «(i/4")p — M((i+i)/4»)p.

From (4) and 12.5(5) it follows that [dpn] Sp[ViVpni] =p[e]; and therefore

(7.3) we have [dp]^p[e].
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To obtain the opposite inequality, we note that (from (7)) we may as-

sume p<l, so that now Uip = o; thus vpnin = o, so that

4--1

dpn S V c((¿ + l)/4")v>i = qPn,    say.
¿=0

But qPn-dpn=yii=~o1 [c((í+1)/4") -c(¿/4") ]vpni; and from (2) and 12.13 it now

follows that [qpn-dpn] SiX/2") [ViVpni] = iX/2n)[e]. A fortiori, therefore,

[qPn-dp]SiX/2n)[e]. But from (4) we have [c((i'+l)/4n)»pn>] ^p[vpni], whence

[qpn] èp[e]. It readily follows from 12.8 that [dp] =Sp[e]; and thus [dp] =p[e],

Q.E.D.
Let D denote the set of all elements d„. We shall now prove that

CC33(EWU). For convenience, we define dp = o for p <0, and dp = e for p > 1 ;

thus (7) is still maintained.

By 13.1 there exist, for each ri=j/4m) and each «>0, » disjoint invariant

elements wrni (1 SiSn) such that

(9) V   Wrni   =   e,
i

and

(10) Hi - l)/»)[w,„-] S [cir)wrnt] S ii/n)[wmi\ (1 S i S n).

From 12.13 and (4) we see that, on writing p = ii — 2)/n (where it is as-

sumed for the moment that i~=2), we have wTniUTp = o, and therefore (from

(5)) wTniuT'P = o if t'2ït. Hence

dp Wrni   =    V   CÍT')wTniUr:p    S    V   C(r')    S   c(t),
t' t'St

so that

(11) dPWmi S cÍt)wt„í,    where    p = (i — 2)/»,

a result which holds for all ¿ 2:0 since dp = o if p < 0. It follows that

(12) Cir) ^  V dpwrni        ÍP = (* - 2)/», lSíá n).
i,n

To obtain the reverse inequality, let c'ir) denote the element on the right

of (12). Since [cÍT)wTni]Sii/n)[wTni] (from (10)), while if í'^2 [dpwini]

= ((» — 2)/») [wmi] (from (8) and 12.13), we readily obtain [c(t)wtbí — dpwrni]

Si2/n) [wmi], a result which also holds (trivially) for i = 0, X. Hence, on sum-

ming over i, we obtain (using (9) and 12.17)

i2/n)[e] ^  [cir) - V dpwrni] ^  [c(r) - c'ir)];

and from 12.6 it follows that c(r) -c'ir) =o. Thus c(t) =c'(r) G33(EU[7) ;

and (3) now gives
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(13) E = 33(Z) U U) = 33(E \J U),   where    P = 33(Z>).

14.5. The finitely additive algebra generated by D. Consider the set F of all

elements x expressible as

x = (dP1 - dP2) V (dp3 - dP1) V • • • V (dp2„_, - dpJ,

where l^pi^p2^ • • • ^p2ïl2:0, and the numbers p.- are rational. It is easy

to see that, if x and yÇE.F, then so do x\/y and — x; thus E is a finitely addi-

tive sub-algebra of E. Clearly 33(£>)DED£> (for d0 = o—(7)).

From (8), 12.18 and 12.16, we obtain

(14) If xGE, [x] =p[e], where p = ^3? (p2«-i — P2«) (the numbers p, arising

from any expression of x as above, so that p is rational and OSpSX). Note

that (from 12.14) the number p in (14) is determined uniquely by x—unless

e = o, which we shall assume not to be the case.

14.6. The a-algebra P'. Now consider the set P' of elements y which have

the following property: For each e (>0 and <1) there exists zÇzE such that

y+2zGE and [z]<e[e].

It is easy to verify that, if y and y< (1 SiSn) belong to P', then so do—y

and Vyt; thus P' is at least a finitely additive sub-algebra of £. Now, we have

(15) If yGP', there exists a (0^<r^l) such that [y]=<r[e].

For there exist elements zn such that y+2z„GE and [z„]^en[e], where

e„ = l/(« + l). Thus, writing x„ = y + 2z„, we have (14) [xn]=p„[e], where p„

is rational. Further, since xmxnÇ_F, we have [xmx„] =pm„[e], say. Thus

[xn — xmXn] = Ípn—Pmn)[e],    [xm — xmxn] = (pm — pm„) [e],    and    so    [xro+2xB]

= iPm + Pn — 2pmn)[e].     But     [xm + 2Xn]=[Zm + 2Zn]S[Zm\/Zn]Si(:m + en)[e],    and

so ipn— pmn) + ipm— Pmn) S^m + tn (12.5(2)). Thus, since each term on the

left is non-negative, we have PmnSpnSPmn + tm + tn and pmnSpmSpmn + em + en,

whence |pm—pn| Scm + en- The sequence {pn} thus converges to a limit

a ifsSaSX) as n—*=°; and the definition of a[e] (12.11) shows at once that

[y]=a[e].

To prove that P' is a cr-subalgebra of £, we have only to show that if

y„GE' and yi^y2^ • • • , then Vyn=y, say, (E.P1. Now from (15) we have

[y„]=o-„[e] and so (from 12.19) y=<r[e] where o- = lim cr„. Thus, given e,

there exists n such that [y — y„] = ia— a„) [e] S H/2) [e]. Since ynŒP', there

exists z such that [z]^(e/2)[e] and y„+2zGE. Let z' = y+2yn+2z; then,

since y+2z'(E.F and [z'] Se[e], we have yGE'.

14.7. Since P'DF, we have E'Z)33(E) =E (in fact P' = P, but this is not

needed); and (15) then shows that to each yÇ_P corresponds a unique real

number p(y), such that 0 Sp-iy) S X and [y] =»(y) [e]. Properties 12.16, 12.14,

show that p is a countably additive numerical measure on E, vanishing only

for o, and such that piyi)=piy2) (where yi, y2GE) if and only if yi~y2.

That is, the sub-algebra (E, ~) of E is naturally isomorphic to the numerical

measure algebra (E, »). We have already shown  (13) that E = 33(EWi/).
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Finally, it is not hard to see that (E, p) is isometric with I1, the algebra of

Lebesgue-measurable sets modulo null sets in the unit interval; one makes the

interval (0, p) correspond to the element dp, and extends this correspondence

in succession to F and P. (We omit the details.) Thus the theorem stated in

14.1 is now proved.

15. Structure of £(e„); inseparable case.

15.1. Now let en be one of the elements in 13.4 which has uncountable

order over U; we analyze the structure of the relative algebra E(eB). As in the

previous section, all considerations will be relative to e„; thus we write

£(en) as £, enU as U, and so on, and can now assume that every nonzero

element of E has order m>X0 over U, and is also decomposable and bounded.

The fundamental theorem is the same as in the separable case (14.1), except

that the measure-algebra is different.

Theorem. There exists a sub-algebra P of E such that

(i) E = 33(EUC7),
(ii)  (E, ~) ii naturally isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra (E, p.),

in such a way that, for each PG.P, [p] =pip) [e],

(iii)  (E, p) is isometric to Im (cf. 3.1(a)).

15.2. We shall require the following lemma.

Principal Lemma. Let S be a subalgebra of E such that (a) SZ) U, (b) every

nonzero element of E is of infinite order over S. Then, given any xCE — S,

there exists a sub-algebra Q of E such that (i) xG33iQKJS), (ii) (Q, ~) is naturally

isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra (Q, p), in such a way that, for each

qÇzQ and sG-S, [qs] = piq) [s], and (iii) (Q, p) is isometric to I1.

This lemma will be proved in §16. Taking it for granted, we now deduce

the theorem.

15.3. There exists a set A CE, with \a\ = m, such that E**<BiÂKJU).

Well-order the elements of A as aa, X S<x<&, where il is the first ordinal of

power m. From the lemma (applied with S=U and x = ai), there exists a

sub-algebra Qi s uch that ai G 33 iQ¡ \J U) and for each qÇzQi and u G U we have

[qu] =piiq) [»]; further (Qi, pi) is isometric to I1. Now suppose that sub-

algebras Qß have been defined for all ß<a (where a<ß), in such a way that:

(i) a,eB(UTsfaUiT);
(ii) iQß, ~) is naturally isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra

(Qß, Pß) in such a way that, on defining 5a = 33(U7<^ Q-,\JU), we have

[be] =pßib) [c] for all 6G<2a and c£^; and

(iii) Qß is isometric either to I1 or to the trivial measure algebra L con-

sisting of o and e only (these elements having measures 0 and 1 respectively).

Define Qa as follows: If aa G •S'a," take Qa to consist of the elements o and e

only, with pa(o) =0 and pa(e) = 1. The properties of the transfinite sequence

are clearly maintained.
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If flcG-S«, we first note that every nonzero element xdzE is of infinite

order (and in fact of order rrt) over Sa; in fact, if £(x) =x33(XUS„), there

exists an at most countable subset Aß of Qß such that Qß = cBiAß) (from the

fact that Qß is isomorphic to I1 or L), and we have £(x) =x33(Uß<a AßO UVJX)

so that [ \Jß<a Aß\JX\ Sim and therefore \X\ 2:rrt. Hence the lemma (15.2)

can be applied, taking S = Sa and x = aa; the sub-algebra given by the lemma

is taken to be Qa.

Thus Qa is defined for all a<Q; and since aaCSa+i we readily obtain

(1) £ = 33(5QU[/), where 5Q=33(UC2a).
It follows (by the same order argument as before) that Qa is isometric to

I1 for m values of a.

Suppose xCQaC^Qß ia-eß). Since [x] =pa(x) [e] and also [x] =ußix) [e],

we have (12.14) pa(x)=p^(x); hence we may omit the suffix a, and write

p„(x)=p(x). Again, we may suppose ß<a; then x£Sa, so that (15.3(a))

[x]=p(x)[x]. By 12.14, either x = o or p(x)=l; in the latter case [x]= [e],

and so (e being bounded) x = e. Thus:

(2) lia^ß,Qar\Qß= {o,e\.

15.4. The desired sub-algebra P of E will actually be Sa; but it is more

convenient to define it in another way. Let

E = set of all elements d expressible as d = b-¿>2 • • ■ &*, where ¿>,GÖ<z, and

«i>a2>  • • • >ak;

E = set of all elements/ expressible asf = di\Zd2\/ • ■ ■ VdB, where d.G-D

and the elements d¿ are disjoint;

G = [g\g= Vd^diED]   (i= 1, 2, •••);

P=    {p\i>   =   Kgn,gnCG,gl^   gîè   '••    }.

Clearly DC EC G CE. The first step consists in proving:

(3) If xGE, x=p(x)[e] for some real number p(x) (O^p(x)^l). (p(x) is

then unique—from 12.14, Corollary.)

For suppose first x = dÇzD, say x = bib2 ■ ■ ■ bk as above. Then, since

h • • • bkeSav [d]=pibi)[b2 ■ ■ ■ bk] (from 15.3(H)) =p(6i)p(¿2) [bt ■ ■ ■ h]
= p(ôi)p(ô2) • • • ßibk)[e], similarly;  thus   (3)  holds in  this case, with p(d)

-IEm(*«).
Next, suppose x=fÇzF. Then/= Vîd„ where the elements d; are disjoint

and belong to D; by the preceding, [dt] =p(d») [e] ; and then (12.16) [f]

=»(/)[«] where p(/) = Xï p(d¿).

Before considering G, we note that E ¿s a finitely additive algebra. In fact,

it is clear that if di, d2(ED, then did2G-D; and it readily follows that if/,

f'dzF, then ff'CF. Again, given dG-D, we see that —d^F as follows: We

have d = ôiè2 ■ ■ ■ bk, say, where &;GQa¿; consider the 2* elements d,- (1 SiS2k)

of the form Cic2 ■ ■ ■ ck where each c» is either ¿>< or — b{. They are disjoint, and

we may suppose d = dj, say; then —d = Vdi i2SiS2k), showing that —d{£F

if dGE. From the fact that E is closed under (finite) infima, it now follows
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that —f£F if /GE; for we have /= Vd,- idi£D), and consequently

-/=A(-d,)GE.
It follows that each gGG is expressible as g= V/n, where/„GE and the

elements/„ are disjoint. (For if g=Vd,, diED, we take /„= V?d¿ — Vï_1dt-.)

From the preceding, we have [/„] =p(fn) [e], and therefore (12.16) [g] =p(g) [e]

where p(g) = X)r /*(/»)•
Finally, given pEP, we have p = hgn, where giàg2=S • • • , and, as just

shown, [gn]=PÍgn)[e]. By 12.19, [p]=pip)[e] where pip) = limn<0O »(g„).

Next,

(4) If ^„GE (« = 1, 2, • • • ), then \/pnEP.

For, from the definition of P, we have pn = p\m gnm, where g„i 3: g„2 slÈ • • •

and gnmCG; and it has just been shown that pipn) =limm»M pignm). Hence for

each k we can choose m=m{k, n) so that (i) pignm) Spipn) + X/2"k, (ii) for

each k and », m is the least such number. Write hk= Vng„,m «,„>; then

hk^\lpn, hkG.G (from the definition of G), and (from (ii)) Aii^iS ■ •

Further, 12.7 gives that [hh- Vpn] S iX/k) [e], and so (12.6) Vpn = Ahk. Thus

V£„GE.
Again,

(5) If pGP, then -¿>GE.
For we have p = t\gn, where gi^g2^ • ■ • and g„GG. Thus — p= V(—g„),

and by (4) it will suffice to prove that —g„GE, for each ». But g„= Vs- dn%,

say, where dniCD. Hence — g„ = A¿(— dn¿) =Amxnm, where x„m = A( —d,)

(1 gi^w). Thus x„i^x„2è • • •, and x„iGE (for Eis finitely additive) CG,

so that —gn(EP by definition.

(4) and (5) show that P is a (<r-) sub-algebra of E; and (3), together with

the properties in §12, shows that p is a countably additive measure on E,

(E, p) being naturally isomorphic to (E, ~). Since EDZOUC?« (1) gives

£ = 33(EU t/). Finally, the fact that (E, p) is isometric to E" is an immediate

consequence of the way in which the values of p were derived successively

on U<2«, D, F, G and P; this shows (virtually by definition) that (E, p) is (to

within isometry) the direct product of all the measure algebras Qa, and those

Qa's for which Qa = L can obviously be disregarded.

16. Inseparable case continued; proof of the principal lemma.

16.1..Let 5be a sub-algebra of £ ( = £(e„), as in §15) such that (a) SZ)U,

(b) every nonzero element of E is of infinite order over S. The first part of the

proof of 15.2 (16.2-16.13) consists essentially in showing that S has properties

similar to those of U. Once this is done, the desired numerical measure algebra

is constructed in much the same way as in the "separable case" (§14).

16.2. Notation. For any XC.E, write X' = X~io). Thus, if z£-S', S\z)

denotes {y\ y(E.S and o<y Sz}.

Throughout 16.2-16.10 we suppose a fixed element bEE to be given, and

we define, for each zG-S',
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tr(z) = inf   {r¡\ 0 S v S X and v[z] ^ [bz]\,

riz) = sup {tj| 0 S V S 1 and r[z] S  [bz]}.

Thus (from 12.14 and 12.19) we have

<riz)[z] ̂  [bz] fer(>)[s]

and

0 g r(a) ^ ffiz) S X.

In the next few paragraphs, we derive some properties of the function a;

similar results and arguments will hold throughout for r. (The immediate

goal is 16.7.)

16.3. If z„G-5' (» = 1, 2, • • • ), and the elements z„ are disjoint, then

0-(Vz„) ^SUp Cr(z„).

For otherwise <r(Vz„) >tj ^o-(z„) for all w; and then ?7[zn]Sî [bzn], whence

??[Vz„] S: [&(Vz„)] and therefore 77 Sio-(Vz„)—a contradiction.

16.4. If zCS' and <r(z)>??SiO, there exists ZoGS'(z) such that, for all

yG-S'(zo), <r(y)2=7?.

For if this is false, transfinite induction gives a countable set of disjoint

elements z„ such that Vza = z and c(za) <v- From 16.3, er(z) Sv—a contradic-

tion.

16.5. Given zoGS' and e>0, there exists yG-S'izo) such that, whenever

yi, yiGS'iy), we have

I <r(yi) — °~(yi) I < e     and     | riyi) — riyi) | < e.

Write ?;=sup {<r(z)|zG«S'(zo)}, and choose ZiG-S'(zo) such that <r(zi)

>r] — e. We can suppose rj^O (else we merely take y = zo), and thus that

■n — e>0. On applying 16.4 to Zi, we obtain (say) y'GS'f.zOCS'f.Zo) having

the desired property as far as the function a is concerned. An "exhaustion"

argument then gives Zo= Vy", whereyG-S^Zo) and |<r(yi) —o-(y2)|<e whenever

yi» y2G>S'(yn). An entirely similar argument applied to the function t will

give Zo= Vr, where /nGS'(zo) and |r(yi) — r(y2)| <€ whenever yi, y2G-S''(r).

Since Zo=Vm,n ymt", at least one of the elements ymtn is nonzero, and gives

the desired element y.

16.6. Given ZoG-S' and e>0, there exists zÇzS'iza) such that |<r(yi) — r(y2)|

<e whenever y¡, y2dS'iz).

By 16.5, there exists yCS'iz0) such that, whenever yi, y2G.S'iy), |o-(yi)

—<r(y2)| <e/3 and |r(yi)—T(y2)| <e/3. We can suppose yb^o (for otherwise

we merely take z = y). Now (13.1) there exist, for each positive integer n, n

disjoint invariant elements wni iXSiSn)CU such that V,m„, = e and

(1) Hi - l)/»)[«-i] S [ybum] S ii/n)[uni];

and similarly there exist » disjoint elements v„jEU iXSjSn) such that
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VjVnj = e and

(2) iij - X)/n)[vni] S [yvni] S ij/n)[vnil

There will exist integers »0 and i0, with woèio£ï2, such that m„0,0^o; for

otherwise [yb] S iX/n) [e] for all n, and thus (12.6) yb = o, contrary to our

supposition. Choose a positive integer p so large that piio — X) >2 + 6/e.

Write N = nop, and consider the elements u¡n iXSiSN). At least one of

them, say »«, meets »„„,„ (for V,-»jvi = e); and from (1), 12.13 and 12.14 we

have k/N^iio — X)/n0, and so &>2 + 6/e. Similarly utfk meets some Vn,; write

UnicVnj = u, and uy = z. Thus zC-S and zSySzo- From (1), (2) and 12.13 we

have

((*- X)/N)[u] S [zb] Sik/N)[u]

and

Oj- X)/N)[u] S [z] S(j/N)[u].

Since m9^0, it follows (12.14, Corollary) that jSt& — 1 > 1+6/e. Thus zj¿o.

Further, on using 12.5(6) we obtain Hk - X)/j) [z] S Hk - X)/N) [u] S [zb],

so that ik — X)/jSriz). Again, cr(z) Sk/ij — 1) ; for this is trivial if k>j—X,

and otherwise we have [zb] S ik/ij-X))Hj-X)/N) [u] S ik/ij-X)) [z]. Thus

0S<riz)-riz)Sk/ij-X)-ik-X)/j<e/3 (from the choice of p). Finally, if

yi, yzES'iz), we have yi, zG>S"(y) and so |<r(yi) — <r(z)| <e/3; similarly

|r(y2)—r(z)[ <e/3, and the result follows.

16.7. Given f >0, there exists a disjoint sequence {zn\ such that z„G>S",

Vz„ = e, and |<r(yi) — r(y2)| <e whenever ylt y2G5'(z„).

This follows from the preceding by "exhaustion."

16.8. Given a real number v such that 0 <i7 < 1, there exists zG-S such that

y[y]S [by] for all yESiz), and r,[t]^[bt] for all /GS(-z).

On applying the preceding result, with t = X/n, we obtain elements zniCS'

such that zniZnj = o if i^j, ViZni = e, and | o-(yi) — r(y2) | S X/n whenever

yi, y2G-S"(z„¡). We can further suppose that each Z(„+d¿ is less than or equal

to some znj, since otherwise we replace (for each n) the elements z„, by all

the nonzero elements of the form Zi^t, • • • zn,n. Now let E, denote the set of

values of i (possibly empty) for which it is true that aiy) Sv whenever

y£5(z,¡), and define

S„   =   0, Sn   =    V { Zni |   i  G  In j -

Let z= — Vs„. Thus sn<E:S, zCS, and S1SS2S • ■ • • Hence if ¿G>S( — z), we

have t=\/tn where tn = tis„ — s„-i) (w = l, 2, ■ ■ ■); thus oitn)Sv, and there-

fore (16.3) oit)Sv, so that v[t]^ [bt].

On the other hand, if yG5(z) then ysn = o for each n, and therefore

y= V{yz„i|*GEi}- For each zni occurring here, there exists (say) r„,GS(zB,')

such that airni) >v- Hence riyzni) >v~X/n, and therefore (from the property
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of t analogous to 16.3) r(y) ?:?? —1/w, so that riy) Srr; and v[y] S [by].

16.9. There exists a greatest z having the properties stated in 16.8.

Let Zo be the supremum of all z's for which 16.8 holds. Then, from the

countable chain condition, we have z0= Vz„ (» = 1,2, • • • ), where 16.8 holds

for each z„. If yG'S'(zo), we have y=Vyn where yi=yzi and yn=yizn

-(ziV • • -Vvi)). Thus vbn]S[byn], and it readily follows (cf. 12.17)

that vh]S [by]. If ¿GS(-z0), then ¿GS(-zi), and so v[t]^ [bt]. Thus 16.8
holds for Zo.

16.10. For each positive integer », there exist n disjoint elements Si, S2, • • • ,

s „G 5 such that (i) Vs, = e, (ii) whenever zG"5(it), Hi— X)/n) [z] S [zb] S ii/n) [z]

iXSiSn).
(Compare 13.1.)

Using 16.8 and 16.9, define zt- to be the greatest element of 5 such that

H/n) [y] S [by] whenever ydSizi), and ii/n) [t] Sí [bt] whenever tdSi—zi).

Thus if i<j we have ii/n) [z¡—z¿] ==: [ô(zy—zi)] ^ij/n) [z¿—z,], so that

z, — Zj = o; that is, e2:zi2îz2=ï • • • S:sn. We have only to define Si= — Zi,

Si = Zí_i — Zi ii<i<n), and sn = zn-i.

(The maximality of z, has not been used, but will be convenient in the

next paragraph.)

16.11. Given c, d<E.E, there exists zoGS such that [cy]S[dy] whenever

yG-Sizo), and [et] 3ï [dt] whenever ¿GS( —zo).

(Compare 7.6.)

Write N=2n; then, for each w ( = 1, 2, • ■ ■ ) the preceding (applied with

b = c) gives N disjoint elements s,u iXSiSN)ES such that e=V,s„¿ and

Hi-X)/N)[z]S[zc]Sii/N)[z] for all zG5(jni). Similarly there exist 2"

disjoint elements tn¡ iXSjSN)CS such that e=7Ay and ((j — X)/N) [z]

S[zd]S (j/N) [z] for all zCS(tnj). The method of construction used in 16.10

further shows that i(»+i),(2¡-i) Vi(»+i),2¡=in¡, with a similar result for the t's.

Thus, on writing /„= V {snit„j\j}îi}, we have /iSt/sä • • • . Now define

Zo = A/„. It is not hard to verify that Zo has the desired properties.

16.12. Given bCE', there exists yCE'ib) such that, for each zG-S, [yz]

S [bz]/2.
(Here we use for the first time the assumption that every element of £'

has infinite order over S.)

Since b is not of order 0 over S, there exists hSb such that h(¡.bS.

Applying 16.11 to c = h, d = b — h, we obtain zoG-S such that [sh]

S [sib-h) ] if 5G5(zo), and [th] ̂  [tib-h) ] if ¿GS(-z0). Thus [sh] S (1/2) [sb]
and [tib-h)]SiX/2)[tb]. Define y = z0ÄV(-Zo)(ö-Ä). Thus clearly y Sb; and
also y ^0, since otherwise we obtain b—zo = h — z0 and hz0 = o, whence h = b — za

G OS, a contradiction. Finally, given zGS, we can write yz = sh\/t(b — h)

where s=zz0 and t = z-z0. Hence [yz] = (1/2) [sbVtb] S (1/2) [6z].

By iteration we now obtain:

16.12'. Corollary. Given oGE' a»d n>0, there exists y„ such that o<yn
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Sb and, for each zGS, [ynz] S (l/2n) [bz].

16.13. Let &GE, zGS, and 77 (0<r;<l) be such that [by] ¡^v[y] whenever

yGSiz). Then there exists b'Szb such that [b'y] =v[y] whenever yGS(z).

We can clearly suppose zt^o; thus bz^o, and so (16.12') there exists

cdiE'ibz) such that, for each yCS, [cy]Sv[by]- Thus c certainly satisfies:

(i) o<cSbz, (ii) for each yCSiz), [cy]Sv[y]- An easy "exhaustion" argu-

ment now shows that there exists a maximal c, say b', satisfying (i) and (ii).

Then 0' is the desired element. For suppose not; then there exists yCSiz)

such that [b'y] <v[y]- From 16.10 we obtain, for each », » disjoint elements

SniCS (1 SiSn) such that V,sni=e and, for all sGS(s„,),

((»- X)/n)[s] S [sb'] S ii/n)[s].

Suppose first that, for every », we have ysn, = o whenever (¿+1)/m<t?. It

readily follows that [b'y] ^iv — 2/n) [y] for every », and so [b'y] S:ri[y], con-

trary to hypothesis. Thus we may choose w and i so that H+X)/n<v and

ysni = t, say, f^o. Then, for every s G S(¿), we have [sb'] SH/n) [s] Siv — l/n) [s],

whence [5(0-0')] ^ (1/w) [s].

It follows that tib — b')9*o, so that (16.12') there exists dCE'Hib-b'))

suchthat [ds]SiX/n)[tib-b')s]SiX/n)[ts] whenever sGS. Define c' = b'\Jd;

thus o<c'Sb. Further, given any y'CSiz), we have c'y' = b'y't\/b'y'i — t)

\/dy't, a supremum of three disjoint elements in which

[b'y't] Siv- X/n)[y't],

[b'y'i-t)] S r)[y'i-t)]       (from property (ii) of b'),

and

[dy't] SiX/n)[y't],

from which we obtain [c'y'] Sv[y'], for all y'CSiz). But this contradicts the

maximality of 0'.

16.14. Given xGS, there exists elements bip)CE ip=i/2n, 0^í^2",

ra=0, 1, 2, • • • ) such that

(i)   [o(p)z] =p[z] whenever zGS.

(ü) o(pi) ^ft(p,) ifpiSp2\ 0(0) =0, arad o(l) = «.

(iii) xG33(SUE), where B = \)ibip)).

For each p=i/2n (0á*Sá2", wèO), we define s(p) (using 16.9) to be the

greatest element of S such that

[xz] 2: p[z]    whenever    z C Sisip)),    and

[xz] S p[z]    whenever    :Gi(-j(p)).

Thus (cf. 16.10) we have

(2) lfpi^p2, e=s(0)às(pi)è5(p*), ands(l)á*.

The elements bii/2n)  are  defined  by  induction  over »,  starting with
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0(0) = 0(0/2°) =0, and 6(1) =0(1/2°) =e. Suppose that «el, and that bii/2m)
has been defined for all m<n and iS2m in such a way that properties (i) and

(ii) (of the statement of the present proposition) hold, and so that, in addi-

tion, we have

(3) ¿»(p)î(p) S x,    and    x — sip) S bip)

for all p = i/2m, m<n. (This will trivially be the case when w = l.) We define

bi2k/2n) =bik/2"~1), so that the definition is consistent. The definition of

o((2¿ —1)/2") is more troublesome, and in giving it we suppose (to save

suffixes) that k and n are fixed iXSkS2n~l), and write p~= {k — l)/2n_1,

p° = i2k — l)/2", and p+ = k/2n~l. We use Si, s2 and s3 to denote (arbitrary)

elements of S(—s(p°)), Sisip0) —i(p+)) and S(s(p+)), respectively.

First we show

(4) [six - bip-)] S iX/2»)[si].

For 5i = z'Vz" where z' = Si — s(p~) and z" = si{s(p~) —s(p°)}. Now [z"x]

:Sp°[z"] from (1); [«"*6(p-)] = [z"i(p-)] =P~[z"] from (3) and (i); and

z'x — bip") =o from (3). (4) now follows easily.

A fortiori, [six{b(ß+) -bip-) ] ] S (1/2") [si]; and since [si{b(ß+)-bip-)} ]

= (1/2»-1) [Sl] (from (i) and (ii)), we have [*(-*) {&(p+) -&GO} j à (1/2») [si].

Here .Vi is any element of S( — s(p°)). Thus, from 16.13, there exists y0S

i-x){bip+)-bip-)}-sipn) suchthat [yoSi] = (1/2«) [Sl] for allsi (GS(-s(p°))).

Write yi = {o(p+) — o(p~)} ( — sip0)) — y0. Thus for all Si we have (on using (i)

and (ii))

(5) [yisil = (1/2«) [s,].

Similar arguments prove the existence of y2Sx{bip+)—bip~)\ {sip0)

— sip+)} such that

(6) [y2S2] = (1/2") h J        (*, G S{sip°) - sip+)]),

and of y3^ |o(p+) —bip~) }sip+) Sx such that

(7) [y*,] = (1/2-) [s,]       (5,GW))).

Define y = yiVy2Vy3, and bip°)=bip~~)\/y. Clearly property (ii) is main-

tained. To establish (i), it will suffice to verify that [ys] = (1/2") [s] for all

sCS. But we can write 5 = siVJaVS3; and it is easily verified that ysi = yiS¡

ii = X, 2, 3). Since the elements 5, are necessarily disjoint, the desired relation

follows from (5), (6) and (7). Property (3) can likewise be verified, and the

inductive definition of the elements bip) is complete.

Finally, to prove (iii), we show

(8) x = Vx„,   where    x„ =  V &(i/2"X*/2*)-
1

From (3), x^xn for every n. Now
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x- XnSx- xjv 0(J/2») {5(72") - sût + l)/2«)} 1

2"-l

= V {x - o(72")| {j(»/2») - i((t + l)/2")}
0

(since x = V s{s(i/2») - sii + l)/2")})

= Vi„    say.

Butfrom (1), [at {s(i/2») -s((t+l)/2»)} ] ̂  ((* + l)/2-) [í(*/2») -i((«+l)/2»)];
and, from (3) and (i), [x&(t/2») {s(t72»)-j((í + 1)/2») } ] = (í/2») [s(¿/2B)

-s((*+l)/2»)]. Hence [ti] S(l/2»)[j(»/2»)-s(*+l)/2»)], and so (12.5(5))

[x —xn]^(l/2")[e]. That is, [x— Vx„] S (1/2") [e] for every w; and therefore

(12.6) x= Vx„, completing the proof.

16.15. The "principal lemma" (15.2). In 16.14, ht Q = 33(E); /Äew (Q, ~)
is naturally isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra (Q, p), in such a way that,

for each qCQ and sCS, [qs] =p(<?) [s]. Further, (Q, p) is isometric to I1.

This following from 16.14 by essentially the same arguments as in the

"separable case" (14.5 and 14.6), the elements bii/2") here playing the role

of the elements dp in §14.

17. £(«„) as a direct product.

17.1. As in §§14, 15, we consider the relative algebra E(e„), en being any

one of the elements of 13.4. The theorems of 14.1 and 15.1 show that, in

every case, £( = £(«„)) = 33(EUt/), where E is a (relative) sub-algebra

naturally isomorphic with I1 or Im, in such a way that (from 12.13) we have

the fundamental relation:

[pu] =pip) [u] whenever pCP and »£[/.

We shall now déduce that E is isomorphic to the direct product P®U (cf.

§4).
17.2. Definitions. Let R, S denote the respective representation spaces of

P and U; as in 4.2, we use p*, u* to denote the open-closed subsets of R, S

respectively which correspond to pCP, uCU. Let Q* denote the class of all

subsets F of R XS which are expressible in the form Y = U(p * X»i*), where the

(open-closed) sets w¿* are disjoint and their union is residual in S (that is,

S—\Jui* is of first category). Similarly let Q denote the class of all elements

y CE expressible as y= VpiUi, where piCP, ».GcE the elements »,- are dis-

joint, and V«¡ = e.

We observe that Q is a finitely additive sub-algebra of £. In fact, if

yi, VîCQ and y¡=Vi pijttij as above, then — yi= V( —£¿i)»¡iG<2 and yiVya
= Vi,k ipiiVpk2)iuiiUk2)CQ- Similarly Q* is a finitely additive field of sets.

If yCQ is expressed as above in two ways, say y = V^¿»¿ = Vg^- (where

pi, QjCP; Ui, UjCU; VMi=e=V^-, and each of the sequences m¿, v¡, is dis-

joint), then the "corresponding" sets dip*Xu*) and (Jiq*Xv*) in Q* are

equal. For we have ipi+2qi)UiVj= iy+2y)uiVj = o, so (from the fundamental
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property of P) pipi+2qj)[u¿Uj]=o, and therefore pi = q,- whenever uíu¡t¿o.

Thus p* = q? whenever u*r\v?7¿0, so that

\Jip* xu*) = u p*x H*n »*) = u q* x (»,*r\v*) = \) q*x v*.

Hence we may define a mapping </>i of Q in 0;* by setting </>(V^>¿»¿)

= Uip*Xu*). An argument similar to the preceding shows that ipi is 1-1;

and tpi is evidently a finitely additive algebraic isomorphism between Q and

Q*.
We have (Af denoting the continuous-function "measure" in P®U—cf.

4.3)

(1)  If F = 0i(y) iyCQ, YCQ*), then [y]Se[e]ï±M{ Y] Se (0<e<l).
For suppose y=V¿>,»¿ in "normal form," as above. Then if [y]^e[e] we

have (12.13) [wiy]^e[M¿]; but [»¿y] = [u{pi] =p(¿>¿) [m,], and thus (12.14)

ßipi)Se whenever »¿^o. Thus ikfJFJ^e (for each sCS). The converse

implication is proved similarly.

17.3. The desired isomorphism between E and P® U is now obtained by

"extending" <pi, as follows. Suppose two elements xCE and J£P® U are so

related, that to every e>0 (and <1) there correspond yCQ and FG<2*

such that [x+2y]áe[e], M{X+2{ Y} ] Se, and F=</>i(y). We then write

X = 4>ix). It is easily seen from (1) that this relation is 1-1 (where it exists);

and clearly if xCQ then 0(x) exists and equals {</>i(x)}. Before proving that

<p is defined for all xCE, we need some lemmas.

17.4. Let y=Vyn, where y„GQ (» = 1, 2, • • • ). Then given e>0 (and

<1), there exists zG<2 such that [y+2z] ^e[e].

We may suppose that yi Sy2 S • • • (on replacing yn by V? yi). By 7.6 there

exists for each n an invariant element wn such that (i) [(y—yn)wn] Se[wn],

(ii) if v is a nonzero invariant element less than or equal to —wH, [(y— yn)v]

>e[v]. It readily follows that W1SW2S • • • ¡further, Vwn = e, since if e— Vw„

=»», we have [y— y„]îê [(y—yn)»o]^e[o0] for every », whence (7.2) [o]^é[y0],

and so (12.14, Corollary) v0 = o. Now write vi = Wi, vn = wn — wn-i (w^2), so

that the elements v„ are disjoint and Vi»„ = e; and define z=Vynvn. Then

y+2z= V(y+2y„)z/„= V(y —y„)z»n where, since vnSwn, we have [iy—yn)vn]

Se[vn]. Thus (12.17) [y+2z] áe[e]. Finally, since y„G<2, we may write

yn= VipniUni in "standard form"; and then z= Vn,ipniiuniVn) CQ-

17.5. Given xCE and €>0 (arad <1), there exists yCQ such that [x+2y]

Se[e].

Let 33' be the set of those elements x££ for which the above statement is

true (for all e). Evidently 33'D<2DEVJ£7; also if xG33' so does -x, and if

x„G33' then Vx„G33', as readily follows from 17.4. Thus 33'Z)33(EU£/) =£.
17.6. If ynCE and [ym+2y„] S(1/2") [e] whenever m^n, there exists yCE

such that [y+2yn] = (l/2"~2) [e] for all n^2; further, this y is unique, and is

given by y = A„V,È„y, ( = lim sup yi).
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Remark. On complementation we obtain that y is also given by

y = AnV,-anyi = lim mf 7*', thus the assertion is, roughly speaking, that

"Cauchy sequences" converge.

Write /n=y»+2V¿any¿ = y^niyi—yn) = V,â„(y!+i — y¿y,-+i) S V,ä„(y,+i

+2y¿). Thus (12.7) [tn]SiX/2"-i)[e]. Now define y = AnVíja„y¡. Then

y = Ar.e^V¿fen yi = A„àJv iyn+itn) so that, for each N, yN+xyS {yivVA„Sir

iVnVtn)}  —  {yifAAn>Ifiyn—tn)}   S   h/N V V„ &2vA }  ~  { VN ~ V n^Ntn)   = V„&jrA
Hence (12.7 again) [yN+2y]SiX/2N~2)[e] for all N>X. Finally, y is unique,

since if z also has the same property we have [y+2z] S (l/2n_3) [e] for all

»^3, and so (12.6) y = z.

17.7. </> is a finitely additive algebraic isomorphism between E and P®U.

Given xCE, we first show that <£(x) exists. From 17.5, there exists a se-

quence ynCQ with [x+2yn] á(l/2"+2) [e]. By 17.2(1), the corresponding sets

F„G<2* (that is, Yn=4>iiyn)) satisfy M{Ym+2Yn} SX/2" whenever m^n.

Hence, by 17.6 applied to the algebra P®U, there exists XCP® 27 such that

M{X+i{ Yn} } ál/2"-2. Clearly X = ij>ix), by definition (17.3).
A similar argument (starting from 4.6) shows that </>_1(X) exists for every

XCP®U. Finally, it has already been pointed out that <p is 1-1, and the

relations <£( — x) = —</>(x), ipixiVxi) =<l>ixi) Vipixi) are obvious.

17.8. Ify»G<2-<A(Vyn) = V</.(y„).
It will suffice to prove this assuming yi^y2á • • • • Given e>0, consider

the element zG<3 constructed in 17.4. Thus [y+2z]^e[e], where y=Vyn;

further, the construction shows that z= Vynvn, where vnC U, Vv„ = e, and the

elements vn are disjoint. Thus zvnSyn- Now write F„=</>i(yn), Z = <pi(z); we

have Zr\iRXv*)CYn, so that ZCUFnU(EXfí") where H is of the first

category in S.

Now, we have from 17.4 that [ynn — zvn] Se[vn]; a fortiori, therefore,

[ymVn-zvn]Se[vn] when m&n, so that (17.2(1)) M{(Fmn(EXz>n*))

-iZniRXv*))} SeM{RXv*\. The countable additivity of M then gives

(on summing first over m and then over »)

M{\jYn-Z}Se.

Thus M{\JYn+2Z\ Se; and so </>(y)= {UF„} from the definition.

17.9. If XnCE, ipiMxn) = V0(*„).
As before, we may suppose that xi^x2á • • • • Let t be given, and choose

y*G<2 so that [xn+2yn]Sie/2")[e] and M{^(xn)+^(yB)} ^e/2" (using the

definition of <p). Write x=Vx„, y=Vyn- It is easily verified that x+2y

áV(*„+2y»), so that [x+2y]^e[e]. Similarly M{X+2Y\Se, where

X=V<pixn), Y=\ltpiyn). But 17.8 shows that Y=<piy); hence there exists

zG<2 such that [y+2z]^e[e] and M{ Y+2{z} ] Se, where Z=0i(z). Thus

[x+2z]^(2€)[e] and M{X+2{z} } ̂ 2e, showing that X=0(x).

This completes the proof that <p is an algebraic (<r-) isomorphism be-

tween £ and J®U. To prove that 0 is an isomorphism of the abstract meas-
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ure algebras, we must show that 4> is "measure-preserving" both ways.

17.10. Ifxi~x2, M{<pixi)}=M{<pixi)).

Given e>0 (and <1), we choose yiCQ (*=*1, 2) so that [x,+2y,] Se[e]

and M{Xi+2{Yi]]Se, where X¡=0(x¿) and F¿=0i(yt). Let yi = Vpnun,

y2=Vg„z'n, where (as usual) pn, qnCP, un, vnCU, Vun = e=Vvn, and the

sequences {»„}, {vn} are each disjoint. We can further suppose un=vn ^ 0 (on

replacing both sequences m„, vn by an enumeration of the nonzero elements

»„»»)•

First we show

(1) »(#»)   ̂   »(?»)   +  2«.

For we can suppose piqn)+2eSX, else there is nothing to prove. Now,

since Xi~x2, there exists tSx2 such that ¿~Xiyi. For each n we have

[»»xryi] = [unt] S [unViVunixt — yi)], where [uny2] = [unqn] = p[(ç„) [«»], and

¡m„(x2— yi)] Se[un]. Thus [»„XiyJ ^ (p(gn) + e) [«,]. Since further [»„(yi — xi)]

Se[un], we have [unyi]Sipiqn)+2e)[un]. But [»»yi] = [»„£»] =p(/>„) [«„];

and (1) follows.

A similar argument applies with pn and qn interchanged. Thus we evi-

dently have

(2) | M{Yi] - M{Y2} I S 2«.

But M{Xi] =M{Xi{ Yi]]+M{Xi- { Yi] }=M{ Yi} -M{ { Yi] -XÀ
+ M{Xi- { Yi} }, so that | M{Xi}-M{ Yt\\ Se. Hence | M{Xi} -M{Xi}\
S^e, and therefore

M{Xi}=M{X2}.

17.11. If M{<pixi)} =M{(/>(x2)}, then xi~X2.

Given e (0<e<l/9), we take yi, y2G<2 so that [xt+2y,] Se[e] and

M{Xi+2{ Yi} } Se, where X,=(/)(xi) and F;=0i(y;), i=X, 2. As in the previous

argument, we can suppose yi = V¿>„M„, y2=Vg„»„, where pn, qnCP, unCU,

UnT^o, and the sequence un is disjoint. As at the end of 17.10, we have

\M{Xi}-M{Yi}\ S «and therefore \M{Yi}-M{Y2}\ ^2e; and it readily

follows that \pipn)—piqn)\ S2e, for each ». We may therefore choose

plCPiPn), qñCPiqn) so that p(p„') =p(g„'), ju{>») -/*(/>»') £2«, and p(în)

-piqi)S2e. Define y/ =Vp/un and y2' =Vq/un; thus yi'~y2', y/ Sy<, and

[y<-y7]á(2«)[4 Hence [x,+23/ ] rgí» [e].

Since yi~yí ,we can write y2 = /Vzi, where t~Xiyi and Zi<~y/ —Xi, so

that [zi] ^ (3e) [e] ; and we then have yi =tx2yi Vz2 where z2 = Zi\/tiyi —xi),

so that [z2] äi (6e) [e]. Now tey^* is less than or equal to x2, and is equivalent to

a sub-element of Xi (for t is) ; hence if hi, Â2 denote maximal equivalent sub-

elements of Xi, x2, respectively, 7.5 shows that there exists ¿2 = ^2 such that

tX2yir-'k2. Then we have x2 — h2Sx2 — ¿2^X2 — tx2yi Í=(x2 — yi)Vz2, so that

[x2 —Ä2] = (9e) [e]. This holds for every e sufficiently small, so that X2 = h2.
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Similarly Xi = Âi, and therefore Xi~X2.

The isomorphism between (E, ~) and P® U is now established (21).

18. Imbedding of E(e') in a direct product.

18.1. Having fully considered the relative algebras E(e„), we turn now to

E(e'), where e' is the greatest bounded invariant element disjoint from all

indecomposable elements (10.2, 10.3). It was shown in 13.4 that e'=\fen,

that the elements en are disjoint, and that [e„] =pn[sn] for each n (where p„ is

rational and 0<pnS 1). In the preceding section it was shown that each prin-

cipal ideal (£(e„), ~) is isomorphic to the direct product (say) Pn®Un,

where P„ is a (relative) sub-algebra of £(e„) which is (to within isomorphism)

a numerical measure algebra (E or Im), and Un is the (relative) algebra of

relatively invariant elements in £(e„). Since U,, = enU is isomorphic, in a

natural way, to the principal ideal E(ên) (8.3), we have an isomorphism 4>n

mapping (£(e„), ~) on E„<g>i/(ê„).

To combine these <pn's into an isomorphism of E(e'), we first define a

numerical measure algebra J' as follows: /' is the direct sum of the measure

algebras pnPn obtained by multiplying all measures in Pn by p„. That is, J' is

the set of all sequences x = (x„), x„GE„, in which algebraic operations are

defined in the obvious way (for example, (x„)V(yn) = (xnVy«)), and in which

a (numerical) measure is defined by : p'(x) = ¿Jp»»»(*»), pn being the measure

in Pn. It is easy to see that J' ( = (/', p')) is a non-atomic numerical measure

algebra in which the measure is at most countably infinite, so that it satisfies

our postulates. We use j' to denote the unit-element in J' (that is, the se-

quence (e„)), and jn to denote the element of J' whose "nth coordinate" is

e„ and whose other coordinates are all o. The ideal J'ijn) is thus isomorphic to

(En, pn); and to save notation we shall usually not distinguish between

them. Note that they are not isometric, in general; we have, for xCJ'ijn),

p'(x) =p„p„(x). We shall prove that (E(e'), ~) is isomorphic to a principal

ideal in J'®Uie').

All considerations in the present section will be relative to e', so we write

e' as e and E(e') as £ in what follows-—noting for future use that, since e' is

invariant, the relatively invariant elements form the ideal f/(e').

18.2. Let R, S be the representation spaces of J' and U respectively. To

the element jnCJ' there corresponds an open-closed subset j*CR; and it is

easy to see that j* is homeomorphic to the representation space Rn of J'ijn)

■—that is, of Pn- Thus we can take Rn=j*, so that UE„ is residual in R.

Similarly, we can take the representation space S„ of £/(ë„) to be the open-

closed subset e* of S which corresponds to «,£[/, and have that (JS„ is

residual in S. It is easy to see that the direct product Pn® £/(ê„) is isomorphic

(21) Substantially the same arguments prove that the "direct product" J® U, as char-

acterized in 3.1 (e), is isomorphic to the product constructed in §4. More precisely, the argu-

ments apply provided that/ is non-atomic and of finite total measure; and the general case can

be reduced to this one.
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to the principal ideal of {Rn XS„} in /' ® U, and we identify them accordingly.

We write M'{h} for the measure-function on J'®U, and Mn{H] for the

measure-function on Pn®Uiën), with the natural convention that Mn is

always 0 for each sCS-S„. Thus, if HCjn*Xe*, M'{h} =pnMn{H}.

Note that, while the sets Rn are necessarily disjoint (for the elements j"„

are), the sets S„ are not disjoint in general (for the same is true of the elements

ë„).

For each n we have an isomorphism 0n between £(e„) and the ideal of

{j*Xen*} i= {RnXSn}) in J'®U. Define, for each xCE, <£(x) = V<£n(xe„).

It is immediate that tp is an algebraic (a-) isomorphism between £ and the

principal ideal of V{j*Xe*} in J'®U. We have only to verify that </> is

"measure-preserving" both ways.

18.3. If xSen, x'Sem, and x~x', then M'{tpix)} =M'{<¡>ix')}.

If m = n this follows from the corresponding property of <£„; thus we can

assume m?¿n. Now, as was shown in §17, there exists ySen such that (i)

[*+2y]áe[e„], (ii) Mn{<pnix)+2tpniy)} Se, and (iii) y=NpiUi where piCPn,

v,CUen = enU, and the elements Vi are disjoint and nonzero. Thus Vi = enUi,

say, where «¿G £7(ë„) (cf. 8.2) and the invariant elements «,- are disjoint; and,

since piScn, we have y= V^,m¿. Similarly there exists y'Sem such that (i')

[x'+2y']Se[em], (ii') Mm{ibmix')+2ipmiy')} Se, and (iii') y=Vg,-M/, where

qjCPm, u'j G Uiëm), and the invariant elements u'¡ are disjoint. Now enumer-

ate the nonzero elements »,»/„ »,- — êm, »/ — ë„, into a sequence ziv, thus the

elements wfc are disjoint and invariant, and we may write y = VrkWk, y'= VskWk,

where rkCPn and skCPm-

We have [wky] = [rkenWk] =Pn(r*) [enw¡t], from the fundamental property

of Pn; but [e„]=p„[ë„], and therefore (12.13) [enwk] = pn[wk] if wkSën- If

Wa is not^ê„, then wkS —en, by construction, so that there is no loss in suppos-

ing rk = o. Thus (using 12.20) we see that, in all cases, [wky]=pnPnirk)[wk].

Similarly [wky']=pmpmisk)[wk]. But since x<~x', we have [wkx] = [wtx'];

and by arguments similar to those in 17.10 it follows that \pnPnirk) —pmpmisk) \

^2e. Thus \pnMn{ipniy)}-pmMm{ipn,iy')}\ S2e, whence |p„AfK{</>„(x)}

-PmMm{4>mix')} \ ^4e. That is, | M'{<pix)} -M'{<f>ix')} | ^4e for every e, so

that M'{4>ix)}=M'{tpix')}.

18.4. Ifx~x', then M'{tpix)} = M'{ij>ix')}.
From 6.2, we can write x'= Vxm' where the elements xj are disjoint, and

Xm ~xeOT. Similarly we can write xem = V„xmn where the elements xm„ are

disjoint and xmm'~xm'eri. From 18.3 we have M'{4>ixmn)} = Af'{</>(xm'e„)} ;

and the countable additivity of M' then gives M'{ipix)} =M'{ipix')}.

18.5. // M'{tbix)} =M'{<pix')} then x~x'.

By an argument similar to that in 18.4, we see that it will be enough to

prove this assuming x^em and x'Sen- Let y, y' be maximal equivalent sub-

elements of x, x', respectively (7.5), and write z = x — y, z' = x' — y'. By 18.4,

M' {if>iy)} = M' {</>(y')} ; also here M' {<pix)} < œ ; hence the additivity of M'
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gives M' {ipiz)} = M'{tf>iz')}. Now it is clear from the construction in §17

that M'{<j>iz)} has the value 0 for all sCS—z*; similarly M'{tpiz')} =0 out-

side z'*. Since zz' = o, we have z*C\z'* = 0, and therefore M'{tpiz)}

= M'{ipiz')} =0 for all sCS. Since Mm{<pmiz)} =0, we have z = o; similarly

z' = o, so that x = y~y' = x'.

The proof is now complete; but for later use we note the property:

18.6. IfuCU, M'{<piu)} is the characteristic function of u*.

We have [e„w]=p„[ë„M], and so, since ip is an isomorphism, M'{{pienu)}

= pnM'{{piénu)}. But M'{<pienu)} =pnMn{{pnienu)}, by definition; hence

M'{<pilnU)} = Mn{ipnienU)}. Since enu is invariant relative to en, the con-

struction in §17 shows that Mn{4>nicnu)} is the characteristic function of the

open-closed subset of Sn which "corresponds" to enu; and since the (absolute)

invariant element corresponding to enu in the isomorphism of 8.3 is ênu, we

here have Af'{</>(ë„M)} = characteristic function of (e„»)*.

It readily follows that Af'{$(»(ên — è\— ë2— ■ ■ ■ — ên-i)) }= characteristic

function of M*P\(ên* — ê* — ë2* — • • • — ë*_i) ; and on summing (and neglecting

a subset of S of the first category) we obtain M'{tpiu)} = characteristic func-

tion of u*.

19. The representation of (£, ~).

19.1 We begin by imbedding £(e") in a direct product, where e" is the

element defined in 10.2. It has been shown (10.6) that e" = V/", where the ele-

ments/" are disjoint, bounded and equivalent, and where fn = e", for each ».

Now £(/") has, relative to/", all the properties which were used in studying

E(e'). Hence the imbedding obtained in §18 for E(e') applies also to each

£(/"). Remembering that the algebra U/» of invariant elements relative to/"

is isomorphic to E(/") (8.3)-—that is, to Uie"}—we thus have, for each », an

isomorphism \pn between (£(/"), ~) and a principal ideal in a direct product

(say) J"®Uie"), J" being a non-atomic numerical measure algebra. Let J"

denote the "direct sum" of the measure algebras J"—that is, /" is the set of

sequences x = (x"), x« G-7", with algebraic operations defined "co-ordinate wise,"

and with a (numerical) measure p" defined by: p"(x) = ]Cp"(xn), p" being

the measure in /". We now show that £(e") is isomorphic to a principal ideal

inJ"®Uie").
As in 18.1 and 18.2, we can express the unit-element j" of J" as Vj",

where the elements jn are disjoint and the principal ideal J"ijn) can be re-

garded as being Jn. Also as before, the open-closed subset jn* of the repre-

sentation space R of J" can be regarded as the representation space E" of

J"; and the principal ideal of {E"XS} in J"® Í7(e"), where S is the repre-

sentation space of Uie"), can be regarded as being J"® E(e"). We use M"

for the measure-function in Jn® Uie"), and M" for the measure-function in

J"®Uie"); thus M"{ll} = ^M"{Hr\iJ"*XS)}.
We define, for each xSe", ^(x) = V^n(x/"); trivially \p is an algebraic

(<r-)   isomorphism  between £(e") and   the  principal   ideal  of   V^„(/n)   in
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J"®Uie"). All that remains is to verify that yp is "measure-preserving";

and as in doing this all considerations will be relative to e", we may suppose

e" = ein 19.2 and 19.3.

19.2. Ifx~y, M"{yPix)}=M"{\Piy)}.
By the same argument as in 18.4, it is enough to prove this when xSfm

and ySf". Now from 13.1 applied relative to/"1 (so that the "invariant ele-

ments" are of the form ufm, uCU), there exist, for any given integer N,

elements u(CU iXSiSN) such that fmUiU¡ = o when i^j, Vui^f™ (so that

Vui=fm = e), and Hi-X)/N) [»,/"] S [*<*] Sii/N) [«,/*"]. From 5.10 it fol-
lows that the elements »< are actually disjoint. Choose tiSuiX with [ti]

= Hi — l)/N) [uifm], and write zt=»¿x — t, and z= Vz,. Thus x= V¿,:Vz, where

the elements tt and z are disjoint, and (from 12.5(5))  [z] SiX/N) [fm].

Since y~x, we can (6.2) write y = V//Vz', where the elements t' and z'

are disjoint, t' ~U, and z'~z.

Now u,fm is invariant relative to fm; hence (18.6) Mm{\pmiuifm)} is the

characteristic function of the open-closed subset of S which "corresponds" to

Uifm. Here m,/"* was replaced by m,/ot = m¿ in the isomorphism between U/m

and U i=Uie")); thus we have Mm{\pmiutf»)} = 1 for sG«,*, 0 for sCS-u?.

Since i/'« is an isomorphism, the relation [ti] = Hi — X)/N)[uifm] gives

M"{\Piti)}=ii-X)/NiorsCu?,0 for 5GS-w?. Similarly we have M"{ypiz)}

SX/Niora\\s.

Again, we have /m~/" and therefore (6.6) M,/m~M¿/". Thus [tí ]

= Hi— X)/N) [uifn], so by the same reasoning as before (applied to the iso-

morphism \pn) we have M"{\piti)} = ii — X)/N lor sCu*, 0 for sCS — u?,

and M"{\Piz')}SX/N.
Thus from the additivity of M", we have | M"{\pix)} -M"{\piy)} \

SX/N; and since N here was arbitrary, it follows that M"{\pix)}

= M"{tiy)}.
19.3. // M"{\Pix)} =M"{\piy)}, then x~y.
This follows by the same argument as in 18.5. The desired isomorphic

imbedding of (E(e"), ~) is thus established.

19.4. It is now easy to extend the imbedding to one of all of E. For con-

venience of exposition, we assume that none of the elements e", e', e" (cf.

9.6, 10.2) is zero; the modifications needed otherwise are obvious. We have

from 9.7 an isomorphism d of £(e°) on a principal ideal in K® Uie"), and from

§18 an isomorphism <p of E(e') on a principal ideal in J'® Uie'). We have just

constructed an isomorphism \p of £(e") on a principal ideal in J"®Uie").

Further, the elements e", e', e" are disjoint and invariant, and e"\/e'\Je" =e.

Now form the usual direct sum J = J'®J" of the numerical measure

algebras J', J"; thus J" consists of the pairs (x', x") (x'GE, x"CJ"), with

measure p given by p(x', x") =p'(x')+p"(x"), p' and p" being the measures

in /' and /". As a non-atomic algebra of at most countably infinite measure,

J satisfies our postulates. Let 6 denote the free direct sum (cf. 3.1(d)) of the
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direct products K® Uie") and J®Ui — e"). To xCE we make correspond the

pair (0(xe°), </>ixe')W(xe")) in £. (The products J'®Uie') and J"®Uie")

are regarded as imbedded in J® C/(e'Ve") in the obvious way.) This evi-

dently produces an algebraic isomorphism between £ and the principal ideal

of the element (ö(e°), </>(e')ViKe")) in £. Further, if x~y, then (since e", e'

and e" are invariant) 6.6 gives xe°~ye°, xe'~ye' and xe"~ye", so that the

corresponding elements of £ are equivalent in £. Conversely, if x, yCE cor-

respond to equivalent elements in £, we have xe°~ye° and also  M{tpixe')}

+ M{\pixe")\\ =M{<piye')}+M {\piye")}, M denoting the measure function

in J® Ui—e°). But Af {</>(xe')} is a function on the representation space S oí

Ui — e") which vanishes outside the open-closed subset e'* corresponding to

e'. Similarly M{\pixe")} vanishes outside e"*. Since e'*C\e"* =0, and

e'*\Je"* = S,     we    obtain     M'{tpixe')} = M'{tpiye')}     and     M"{tixe")}

= M"{\piye")}, so that xe'~ye' and xe"~ye". Hence, finally, x~y, and

the main theorem of this paper is proved : (£, ~) is isomorphic to a principal

ideal in the free direct sum of K® Uie") and J®Ui — e°), each of the two sum-

mands being the direct product of a numerical measure algebra with a trivial ab-

stract measure algebra.

19.5. The above argument would evidently also prove that (£, ~) is

isomorphic to a principal ideal in the single direct product (E©/) ® U. This

way of stating the theorem has the drawback that the numerical measure

algebra K@J will in general not satisfy postulate II (for K has atoms of meas-

ure 1, and / has in general non-atomic elements of the same measure), so

that iK®J)®U will in general not satisfy our postulates. However, it is

immediate from this alternative formulation of the theorem that (E, ~) is

naturally isomorphic to an abstract measure alegbra (E, M) in which the values

of the abstract measure M are equivalence classes of numerical functions imore

precisely, non-negative real-valued continuous functions on the representation

space of U, modulo functions which vanish outside a set of first category), M

being countably additive in the obvious sense. Incidentally this proves that any

equivalence relation satisfying our postulates (2.1) is induced by a "reason-

able" countably additive abstract measure X.

20. Corollaries and applications.

20.1. In this section we mention briefly some deductions from the preced-

ing general theory. There is, of course, an application to the theory of ab-

stract-valued integration, which will be treated in a subsequent paper. Of

the deductions to be considered here, the decomposition theorem given in

20.4(2) below is probably the most significant.

20.2. Some special cases.

(1) Consider the elements a„ given by 11.7; thus they are disjoint, Va„ = e'

(10.2), and a„ is homogeneous of infinite order nt„ over U. We observe that

the arguments of §§14-17 apply to an as well as to en. Thus each principal ideal

(£(an), ~) is isomorphic to the direct product I"1»® i/(a„).
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(2) In particular, if all nonzero elements of E are decomposable and

bounded (that is, if e = e'), and if £ is separable over U (that is, if e is of order

Si No, and thus of order exactly No, over U), (£, ~) is isomorphic to I1 ® U—

giving a characterization of the direct product of I1 with a "trivial" algebra.

20.3. The numerical case.

(1) Characterizations. It is easy to derive characterizations of numerical

measure algebras (satisfying our postulates—notably II; cf. 2.2). From the

remark in footnote 6, it is enough to restrict attention to the case in which E

is non-atomic. We then have the theorem:

If Eis a non-atomic algebra, a necessary and sufficient condition that (£, ~0

be isomorphic to a numerical measure algebra is that (E, ~) satisfies the postu-

lates of 2.X and has o and e for its only invariant elements.

An immediate consequence of this is (cf. [10, p. 423]):

If E is non-atomic, (£, ~) isatisfying the postulates of 2.1) is isomorphic

to a numerical measure algebra if and only if, for every x, y CE, either [x] S [y]

or [y] S [x].

(2) Decomposition into homogeneous parts. From 20.2(1) we have at once

the theorem (cf.  [il]):

A non-atomic numerical measure algebra (E, p) (with <r-finite measure, of

course) is the direct sum of a countable number iat most) of homogeneous meas-

ure algebras iEian), p) ; and (E(a„), p) is isomorphic to Jm» (and thus isometric

with Imn, to within a multiplicative nonzero constant).

20.4. Groups of measure-preserving automorphisms.

(1) Equivalence with respect to i>. Let £ be a given algebra (satisfying the

countable chain condition), and let a group 4> of automorphisms 0 of £ be

given. Write x~¿¡,y to mean that there exist sequences {x„}, {yn}, each dis-

joint,  in E,  and automorphisms <pnC&, such that x=Vx„, y = Vyn, and

yn=4>niXn).

One readily sees that ~<¡, is an equivalence relation, and that (E, ~$)

satisfies all the postulates (2.1) except, in general, III. Postulate III will also

be satisfied in at least one important case (cf. 20.4(2)).

It is easy to see that »GE is invariant in (E, ~'4>) if and only if 0(m) Su

for every <pC$—that is, m is "invariant under <£" in the usual sense.

(2) Decomposition with respect to <3?.

Theorem. Let (£, m) be a numerical measure algebra in which m is an

arbitrary reduced a-finite numerical measure (c/. 2.2; postulate II need not be

satisfied) ; and let $ be a given group of measure-preserving automorphisms of E.

Then there exist disjoint nonzero elements cnCE, each invariant under $, and

sub-algebras An, Bn of E(e„) awd reduced a-finite numerical measures pn 0»

An, vn on Bn, such that:

(i)  Vcn=e.

(ii) Bn consists of exactly those elements of E(c„) which are invariant under i>.

(iii) If x, yCAn, Pnix) =Pniy) if and only if x~4,y iin £).
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(iv)  iAn, pn) is isometric to one of the following:

(a) 7OT» if or some cardinal mn; cf. 3.1(a)),

(b) the direct sum 0/ No copies of 7m",

(c) the algebra generated by a finite number of atoms each of measure X,

id) K icf. 3.1(a)),
and no two of the measure algebras iA „, p„) are isomorphic.

(v) iEicn), m) is the "direct product" of iAn, pn) and (EB, vn); that is,

£(cn) = c„33(yiAJEn) and, whenever xCAn and zCBn, mixz) =pnix)v„iz) iwith

the convention 0 • 00 = 0 = °° • 0).

Remarks. Before sketching the proof, we note the following consequences:

(a) For any x, yCAn we have [pn(x) =Pniy)]<->[x~$,y]—>[w(x) =miy)\.

Hence, if for some » the measure m is c-finite on An (that is, cn= Vx& where

wî(xa)<<» and x^G^n), it follows that p„ is then a nonzero finite constant

multiple of m. If further micn) < °°, the product formula shows that p„ and

vn are both nonzero finite constant multiples of m. In particular, this is the

case if w(e) < =0.

(b) On applying this theorem to the algebra of measurable sets modulo

null sets of a separable measure space, one can derive sharpened forms of

theorems of von Neumann [13 p. 617] and Halmos [7, Theorem 2](22), the

direct sum decompositions there given being replaced (roughly speaking) by

representations as direct products of measure spaces. It is hoped that details

may appear elsewhere.

Proof of theorem. In the present case, (E, ~*) can easily be seen to

satisfy postulate III, so the preceding theory applies to it. We suppose for

simplicity that e = e' (cf. 10.2). Then (11.7, with a slight change in notation)

e=^lcn, where the elements cn are disjoint, nonzero, and homogeneous over

U. It is easily seen that each cn is now invariant. Further, in view of 20.2(1),

(£(c„), ~$) is isomorphic to the direct product An®Bn, where Bn= E(c„) and

An=iAn, p„) is a sub-algebra of (E (c„), ~$) which is also a numerical measure

algebra (isometric to Im"). We define the measure vn on Bn, in the present

case, to coincide with m, which can easily be seen to be cr-finite 0» Bn. Thus

we need only verify that mixz) =p„(x)m(z) for xCAn, zCBn, and it will suffice

to establish this in the special case p„(x) = X/k, k a positive integer. But then

there exist k disjoint elements Xi, x2, • • ■ , xk in An such that Xi = x, Vxi = c„,

and Unix,) = X/k. Hence x,-~$x, so that (z being invariant) x»z<~,¡>xz, and there-

fore j»(xjz) =mixz). Thus mixz) =mix)/k, completing the proof.

The ideal E(e") (10.2) is disposed of similarly, using 10.6; here the meas-

ure algebras iAn, p„) will be of the type described in (iv b) of the theorem.

Finally £(e") (9.6) provides the measure algebras of types (iv c) and (iv d).

(3)  The Banach-Tarski theorem. Apply the preceding theorem taking

C22) In view of the fact that in [7] and [13] we have the separable case, in which the alge-

bras An, Bn can always be realised as sub-fields of the given field of measurable sets.
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(E, m) to be the algebra of (Lebesgue) measurable sets modulo null sets in

Euclidean space, and i> to be the group of all rigid motions (or even of all

translations). The only invariant elements are o and e, and the algebra E is

separable. Hence we here have Ci=e and E=^4i. Property (iii) of the theorem

(see remark (a)) then gives: m(x)=?w(y) if and only if x~<¡,y (m denoting

Lebesgue measure)-—a well known theorem of Banach and Tarski [l, p. 277].

One can go on to obtain such generalizations as the following: For any

measurable subset X of the plane, and any real number a, let mxia) denote

the (linear) measure of the intersection of X with the line x = a. Then if

wi(i)=wrW for almost all x, we can write X = ZUUJ„, F=EUUFk,

where Z and T are of (plane) measure zero, each of the sequences {^„},

{ F„} is disjoint, the sets X„ and Yn are all measurable, and where for each

n the sets Xn, Yn correspond under some translation parallel to the 3'-axis.

(For let £ be the algebra of plane measurable sets modulo null sets, and let

í> be the group of translations parallel to the y-axis; it is not hard to see that

the abstract measure function Af{X}, in the representation of (E, <~<¡,)

given by the theorem of 19.5, is in effect simply the function mxix).)
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